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WE'D LIKE TO 
SHAKE YOUR HAND 

1908 NATIONAL EMC SHIPOSIUM HIGHLIGHTS 

j 

~he July 23-25, 1968 EMC Sympsoium is now upon us, 
featuring for the first time, an international flavor. 
We are referring to Session 4A which will contain six 
papers presented by authors from France, England, Sweden 
and Italy. We are pleased to host these gentlemen, for 
they had_to cross an ocean and a continent to join ~s. 
~c ~crta1nly hope that they will enjoy their visit and 
find it as rewarding as we do. 

~other first is the panel discussion in Session 2B 
bwtwecn members of seven different professional societies. 
~or the ladies, there will be a complete program of 
interesting activities planned to entrance the Mrs. 
(and Misses) during the three days of the Sympsium. The 
gentlemen will have to provide the evening entertainment. 
Page 4 of the Symposium's Final Program is devoted to 
the ladies. 

The -EMC Administrative Committee {AdCom) will conduct 
its 2nd meeting of the year in the Arlington Room of 
the Symposium Headquarters, the Benjamin Franklin Hotel, 
on Tuesday, July 23. Reports will be presented by the 
various committee chairmen, and chapter chairmen. Among 
the many topics to be discussed, the AdCom will c-_.1nsider 
awarding of a certificate and a $100 honorium to . the 
authors of the best U.S. paper and the best foreign 
paper. Chapter chairman and Commit tee members have 
received the meeting announcement and agenda. All in
terested persons are invited to attend th.e meeting., 
starting a 6 p.m. if they do not intend to partake in 
the Indain-Style Salmon Bake, scheduled for the same 
evening. 

Many of us who have delved in to the dicipline of EMI/EMC 
for over the past thirteen years remember the ±r~ 
liCcati:.on f News-le-tter oevoted to electromairneti 
int.erference. At that time, it was entitled "Quasies 
and Peaks" and was publishe-d and edited by a gentleman 
named Rex Daniels. Rex continued this publication as 
his personal contribution to society until after the 
formation of the PGRFI organization within the IRE. 
After Milt Kant edited the first issue of the IRE PGRFI 
Newsletter on January 2, 1958, Rex assumed the re1ps7s 
Editor for the unsuing rear§• Now at his own request, 
ltex has retired as editor, but certainly not as an 
active participant and contributer in the EMC Community. 
Because of his never tiring endeavors to bring us in
formative and timely Newsletters, he has been referred 
to as the Father of EMC by many persons. I would like 
to take this opportunity to applaud Rex for his unselfish 
sacrifices as editor over the past thirteen years, and 
to wish him well in his continuing effort to advance 
man's knowledge in the field of EMC. 

N'otices( 
1969 IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION 

Preliminary plans for the 1969 IEEE International Con
vention technical program have been formulated by the 
Convention Program Committee. The 1969 Convention will 
be held March 24, 1969 through March 27, 1969, at the 
New York Hilton Hotel and the Coliseum. This annual 
IEEE Convention is the world's largest technical meeting 
of electrical and electronic engineers. 

In 1969, greater emphasis will be placed on obtaining 
~aper~ ~rom_abroad. They hope to carry this out through 
1dent1f1cat1on of those areas in which Europe or Asia 
is a technical leader. The sessions will be aimed at 
the nonspecialist, and at the specialist in areas beyond 
his f~eld of specialization. Those sessions involving 
relatively specialized material will be prefaced by 
introductory material which will make it possible for 
nonspecialists to benefit from attending. Plans to hold 
an EMC session at the 1969 Convention are in progress. 

SECOND SOUTHEASTERN EMC SYMPOSIUM REPORT 

The Canaveral Section of the IEEE and the Groups in EMC 
h~s~ed the Se~ond Southeastern Electromagnetic Compati
b1l1ty Sympos1u~. The two day Symposium featuring 
"Aerospace Elecgromagnetic Compatibility" was held at 
the Cape Ke~nedy Hilton Convention Center in Cape Cana
veral, Florida, on May 21 and 22, 1968. Fifteen papers 
were presented to more than 100 registrants at four 
sessions. The Huntsville, Alabama and Atlanta, Georgia 
G-EMC Chapters made significant contributions to the 
Symposium organization by providing both publicity and 
papers chairmen respectively. 

On the eve of the Symposium, the Canaveral Chapter spon
sored a student's paper contest. Five papers prepared 
by student~ of the ~l~rida Institute of Technology were 
presented 1n competition for prizes totaling a hundred 
and fifty dollars. 



SYSTDI me COURSE AT UCLA 

A course entitled "System Electromagnetic Compatibility 
Uesign" will be given at UCLA extension during tlie 1968 
Fall quarter. The course will emphasize the design of 
a system where EMC considerations will be integrated into 
three basic design phases at the appropriate time. The 
course description is as follows: 

"Synthesis of engineering system design from t~ 
feasibility study through the final detailed de
sign as applicable for the integration of sub
systems and components into the design of an 
electronic system to obtain electromagnetic 
compatibility of the system. The course will 
include circuit theory through elementary filter 
design, an introduction to Fourier and Laplace 
transforms as applied to frequency analysis of 
time domain functions, shielding, filtering, 
grounding and bonding of electromagnetic energy, 
and the application of decision theory to deter 
mine the optimum strategy for integrating low 
noise considerations such as shields, filters, 
twisted signal pair, etc., into the design of 
an electronic system." 

The course instructor will be Mr. George M. Kunkel of 
the Scanbe Manufacturing Corp . It will consist of 12 
thr e e - hour lectures , starting on Monday, September 16, 
IYbH. The prere quisites are a B.S . degree in engineering 
or physics, or t h e consent of the instructor. Additional 
information may be obtained from UCLA extension or Mr . 
Kunkel, at Scanbe Manufacturing Corp . , 1161 Monterey Pass 
ltJ . , Mont e rey Park, - Ca. 91754 Phone (213) 264 - 2300. 

,\TI.ANTA 

The Atlanta IEEE G-EMC held a dinner - meeting on May 7, 
1968 . Mr . Willaim Lambdin, Chelf Engineer of Fairchild 
Electro Metrics Corp., discussed "Modern Techniques 
in ltFI Measurements''. At the same meeting> new officers 
~ere elected for the coming year. They are: J.C . Toler, 
Chairman, E.W . Wood, Vice Chairman, and H.H. Jti'ikins, 
Secretary-Treasurer. Thirty persons were in attendance. 

)1011,\WK VALLEY 

An EMC Group meeting was held on May 13, 1968, with 
12 persons in attendance. The guest speaker was 
Mr. Kenneth G. Heisler, Jr., from the Atlantic Research 
Corporation, Alexandria, Va., who presented a paper 
,·ntitled "Tropical Propagation Measurement and Data 
:\nalySis . " 

PIIILADELPHIA 

The final meeting of the season was held on April 9, 1968, 
and featured a panel discussion on "Grounding." The 
three panel members were H. Hoffart from General Elec
tric Co. (SSO), IL Simon from Univac-Sperry Rand, and 
T. Dietrich from Philco-Ford . Prior to the meeting, a 
tour of WCAU-TV was conducted. Refreshments were served 
afterwards to the 7S persons who were in attendance. 

EUROPEAN CONGRESS OF RADIO PROTECTIO~ 

The French Society of Radio Protection (SFRP) has or
ganized an International Congress which will hold a 
meeting at the Palais de l' Europe, in Menton, France, 
on October 9, 10, and 11, 1968. The meeting will be 
held under the auspices of the International Association 
of Radio Protection. The first two sessions of the 
Congress will be concerned with low level radiation, 
close measurements and the technical means of protection 
The third session will deal with quantitative biological 
effects of irradiation from radiation of all natures 
and all strengths. The tentative program for the first 
session is ai follows: 

1. Measurement and Detection of Radiation of Low 
Level Energy or Low Level Leakage. 

1 . 1 Low level B radiation emitted by certain 
radionucleids such as H3 & C14 

1.2 Electrons produced by certain accelerators 
(excluding very high power accelerators) 

1.3 Low level electromagnetic radiation ( X-ray 
and "of rays) 

1.4 The detection and affects of a particles, 
protons and fission fragments 

The announcements and other material received by your 
editor is completely written in French. For more in 
formation and possibly a littcral English translation, 
write to the Secretariat de la Societe Francaise de 
Radioprotection, Bl rue Gabriel Pere, -92- Montrouge, 
France. 

*** 

NEW JERSEY COAST 

The election of officers of the New Jersey Coast Chapter, 
EMC Group, was held at a luncheon meeting on May 14, at 
Gibbs Hall, Fort Monmouth. 

Warren Kesselman succeeded John J. O'Neil as Chapter 
Chairman although Mr. O'Neil will continue as Chairman 
of the 1969 International EMC Symposium to be held in 
Asbury Park, N.J. Maxwell Brown was elected Vice-
Chairman and Charles D. Joly as Secretary-Treasurer. 

The New Jersey Coast Chapter had just completed its 
second year of operation under Mr. O'Neil, and ha~ grown 
to a membership of over fiO members. John Egli presented 
Mr. O'Neil with a gift in appreciation for the fine leade1 
ship he had provided to the Chapter during his term. 
Mr . O'Neil, in turn, presented certificates of appre
ciation to his committee chairman. 

At a meeting on April 16, 1968, Dr . Max Asa presented 
a paper entitled "Telemetry Problems in Physiological 
Measurements." Dr. Asa is affiliated with the Monmouth 
Medical Center in Long Branch, N.J. Fifty - eight persons 
were in attendance. 

SAN FRANCISCO 

A meeting was held on April 8, 1968, at which a paper 
entitled "Power Systems Electromagnetic Compatibility" 
was presented by Emmons Zaharaoff, G. Cryer, and J. 
Gilespie of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company in San 
Francisco. Twenty-five persons were in attendance. 



PHILADELPHIA SECTION G-EMC NEWSLETTER 

PlllLADELPIIIA NUMBER 5, JUNE 1968 

Past Meeting: 1~e final meeting of this season was 
held on Tuesday, April 9, 1968, at the WCAU-TV studios. 
The three panel members, Henry Hoffart from the General 
Electric Co., Terry Dietrich from Philco-Ford, and Bill 
Simon from Univac, provided an interesting and lively 
discussion on the universal problem of grounding. The 
meet-the-panel dinner, which was held at the atmospheric 
Williamsons atop of the Barclay Building, was enjoy,1 
by ~H members and their guests. Our gracious hosts at 
WCAU-TV provided the 75 meeting attendees with a tour of 
their facilities, and afterwards ·they enjoyed a lavish 
buffet provided by the meeting sponsors, RF Interonics, 
Control Switch Division of the Control Corporation of 
America, and Arnold Associates. This meeting provided 
a fitting climax to our formal activities while we pause 
to plan for next season's events. 

Eli\ Publication: Electromagnetic Compatibility Bulletin 
No. <>, "Grounding of Electronic Equipment," the eighth 
in a IO-section designer's Guide on Electromagnetic Com
p~tibility, has been released by the EIA Electromagnetic 
(G-46) Committee. The remaining two sections will be 
completed and published shortly. Bulletin No. 6 discusses 
the genesis of the term "grounding" and introduces modern 
terms and concepts. It also discusses design problems 
and considerations in single-point reference systems, 
multiple-point reference systems, and various types of 
coupling which can occur within reference systems. The 
price of the Bulletin is $0.70 and is available from the 
Electronic Industries Association, 2001 Eye.Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20006. 

Affiliate Memberships: Individuals who do not qualify 
for full or student memberships in the IEEE may qualify 
for an affiliate membership of a technical group. As an 
affiliate member, they will be entitlid to receive all 
local and national Group mailings, such as the trans
actio11s, newsletters, meeting announcements, etc. They 
would not receive nongroup-related publications, such as 
the Almanac or Spectrum and also would not be entitled 
to holJ an office. This type of membership would be 
ideal for an individual who does not carry enough credit 
hours to qualify as a student or who does not have a 
degree or the experience to qualify as a full member. 
It is also very attractive to an individual with a limited 
technical background and who has a very special interest 
in local group affairs. An affiliate membership in the 
local ENC Group cost $6.50 per year. Applications may 
be obtained from your company's IEEE membership repre
sentative or from Miss Yonan at the Philadelphia IEEE 
Office. Once qualified, you may upgrade your membership 
~itl1out tile additional cost of the initiation fee. 

Symnosium Papers: Over 85 papers have been received 
by the 1968 ENC Symposium Technical ·Paper Revie~ Committee 
for presentation at Seattle in July. The program sche
dule, however, only allbws for 49 to be selected, inclu
ding standbys. Many of the papers which had to be re
jected were of such high quality thit they were forwarded 
to the ENC Transactions Committee for consideration and 
publication. If the present trend continues, we can 
expect over 100 papers to be submitted for the 1971 
Symposium if it i~ held in Philadelphia. 

International Papers: Mr. James Hill will be chairman 
of Session 4A of the 1968 EMC Symposium. This session 
deserves special mention because it will contain five 
international papers. Actually, the entire program 
should rank among the best, containing papers such as 
RF! Suppression & MIL-STD-188B Conversion of Model 28 
Teletypewriter Apparatus, Spectrum Signature Predictions, 
Measuremenc of Manm~de Electromagnetic Radiations from 
a 200 Mile Orbit, and Generation of High Intensity _ 
Electromagnetic Fields for Radiated Susceptibility Tests. 
A preliminary Technical program will be published in the 
national G-EMC Newslettef. 

Shielding: MIL-E-8881A points out that shielding atten
uations of greater than 250 db are not practical values. 
This is because 250 db represents the reduction down to 
1 microvolt/meter (least discernible signal) from 3,160 
kilovolts/meter, which is the field intensity breakdown 
of free space. General information regarding the theory, 
design characteristics, and test methods for shielded 
enclosures from 60 cps to lOGC may be found in Publication 
No. PB 1121927 obtainable from the Department of Commerce, 
Office of Technical Services, Washington 25, D.C. The 
details of tests to determine attenuations provided by 
shielding materials are outlined in the Naval Research 
Laboratory Report No. 4103 "A Technique for Measuring 
the Effectiveness of Various Shielding." H. E. Dinger 
and J. E. Radenbush, dated 22 January 1953. 

EMC Related: The field of EMI/EMC engineering is con
sidered to be very narrow and limiting to many individuals 
in other disciplines. The EMI/EMC engineer only has to 
be well versed in engineering standards; measuring 
techniques and test procedures; measuring instruments; 
equipment and systems characteristics, such as suscep
tibility, vulnerability, related propagation effects, 
subjective effects, and frequency allocation and 
assignment; improved (interference reduction or control) 
techniques and components; education in electromagnetic 
compatibility; studies of the origins of interference, 
both man-made and natural, and their classification; 
spectrum conservation; spectrum utilization; shielding 
techniques; biological hazards; and harmful side effects 
of electromagnetic energy in other disciplines. 

Biological Hazards: It has been noted that there has 
been increasing activity in the study of the biological 
hazards associated with electroma2netic energy. In the 
past, the danger level of lOmw/cm has been generally 
accepted as the threshold of hazard, without specific 
reference to frequency, peak power, modulation, etc. 
This aspect of interference control is in its infancy. 
Reports which may be issued by JTAC, special subcom
mittees of Congress, and many independent research or
ganizations in the near future may reveal facts and pre
dictions which could be most startling. The well-read 
EMI engineer should keep up-to-date in the area of bio
logical hazards. 

Philadelphia Ordinance: The City Council of Philadelphi 
adopted an ordinance entitled "Police and Fire Radio 
Broadcasts," which was approved by the Mayor on August 
17, 1967. This bill (No. 2691) states that "Noun
authorized person shall intercept or interfere with any 
police or fire radio broadcasts" and "No person shall 
manufacture, own, possess, sell or transfer any radio 
receiver or converter of any nature or type which is 
capable of receiving or interesting with police or fire 
radio braodcasts." It stipulates that confiscation and 
other penalties may be imposed. It seems as though the 
city governments, as well as the Federal agencies, 
intend to govern the generation of interference. It is 
also interesting to note the manufacturing clauses in 
the recently passed H6use of Representatives Bill 14910 
and the proposed Senate Bill S 1977. For more informatio 
on this subject, you may call the editor or Steve Garcia 
at 758-2665. The State of Pennsylvania is considering 
a similar law. 

Group Officers: During our last meeting, the election 
of Group Officers was conducted. Since there were two 
condidates for the office of Program Secretary, a closed 
ballot was in order. As a result, the following are 
your group officers for next season: 

Chairman: Steven C. Garcia 
Philco-Ford 

Vice Chairman: Vernal H. Bashaw 
General Electric 

Secretary: Chester B. Kosiorek 
Univac 

Program Secre~ary: James C. Latimer 
AEL 



T:\111.1' OF PUBLICATIONS 

Technical Society P~l,_lications 

All IEE~ Publications including 
Proceedings, Spectrum and all 
(;roup Transactions 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL ABSTRACTS 

This issue of the G-EMC Newsletter, marks the first 
formal publication of EMC Abstracts. It is presently 
planned to publish the abstracts on a bi-monthly basis 
starting with this issue for all members of the G-EMC. 
They have been prepared by members of the Information 
Retrieval Committee consisting of Milton Kant, (Chair
man) Lawrence F. Babcock, Richard B. Schulz, and Dr. 
Ralph M. Showers. The Committee members jointly review 
each issue of approximately 90 publications which were 
chosen on the basis of containing information relative 
to the area of interest of G-EMC members. Al 1 abstracts 
published may not be of interest of each individual 
member, for the papers and articles included cover the 
wide area of interest encompassed by the Electromagnetic 
Compatibility Group. A list of publications covered as 
of May l, 1968, is shown in the table below. Suggestions 
concerning additional papers or articles to be included 
are welcome, but the number is limited by the number 
of active committee members. Therefore, as additional 
qualified members are obtained, other publications will 
be added if they are qualified. All inquiries should 
be directed to the Committee Chairman, Milton Kant, 
Mail Station H- 38, Sperry Gyroscope Co., Great Neck, 
N.Y. 11020. 

It should be noted that index terms are provided with 
each abstract for those desiring to set up their own 
information retrieval systems. The list of index terms 
will be published when it is complete. A short expo
sition in the uses of these terms is given in "Guide 
for Source Indexing and Abstracting of the Engineering 
Literature" published by the Engineers Joint Council 
New York. 

Commercial Publications 

Electronic Instrument Digest 
Solid State Design 
Missiles and Rockets 
Aviation Week 
Electronic News 
Aerospace Technology 

Journal of Applied Physics 
RcvicK of Scientific Instruments 

Product Engineering 
CQ 
Radio-Electronics 

Signal 
QST 
Proc. of the Institution of Electrical Engineers 
AL\,\ .Journal 
Astronautics and Aeronautics 
.Journal of the Franklin Institute 
Canadian Journal of Physics 
Journal of Scientific Instruments 
International Journal of Electronics 
Electronics Letters 
Radio and Electronic Engineer 

Company and ~overnment Publications 

Bell System Technical Journal 
Bell Laboratories Record 
Electrical Communication 
~larconi Review 
Philips Technical Review 
Phillips Research Reports 
RCA Review 
IBM Journal of Research and Development 
Radio Science 
NBS Journal of Research, Engineering and 

Instrumentation 
Hewlett-Packard Journal 
Naval Ship Systems Command Technical News 

Industrial Electronics 
Wireless World 
Electronics World 
EEE 

Electro-Technology 
Electronic Design 
Microwaves 
EE-The Electronic Engineer 
Space/Aeronautics 
Electronic Packaging and Production 
Electronic Engineering · 
EDN (Electrical Design News) 
Electromechanical Design 
Electronic Products 
Frequency 
Microwave Journal 
Control Engineering 
Electronics 
Informatim and Control 
Instruments and Control Systems 
Communications Designers Digest 
Electronic Communicator 
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NEW EQUATION ANALyzJ!S MISMATCH ERRCllS IN NOISE 
MEASUREMEil'IS 
Pastori, W. E. J ACCESSION HO 
Airborne Instruments laboratory, Div. of Cutler-Hammer, Deer Park, .N, Y. 
Microwaves, Vol. 7, No. 4, April 1968, pp 58-63 

A1£'11lA0'1': A frequently overlooked error. when measuring receiver noise figure 
comes from mismatch of the noise generator. An:, change in generator output 
illlpedance betwen its cold and hot conditions can introduce a significant 
uncertainty. Gas-tube sources are especially vulnerable to such errors. 
An equation is derived vh:i.ch, while not exact, allows simple estimation 
of the uncertainties caused by changes in noise-source impedance. 
Use of isolators and tuners ahead of the receiver to reduce mismatch is 
also discussed. · 

INDrX 'l'l.mS: noise fif?UN, measurement, errors, mismatch, gas-tube sources, 
impedance 

El,t:A$ .124 68 _03 
IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS TO CHEX:K EL"EX)TRIC BO!IDS 

Reisener, w. c.,Jr. I ACCESSION NO 
Franklin Institute Research laboratories, Philadelphia, Pa, 
Spaoe/Aeronau~, Vol. 49, No, 4, April 1968, pp 98+ 

AES'l'RAO'l': The traditional practice of ~etermining the quality of electric 
bonds by measuring de resistance is no longer adequate. In order to extetd 
the evaluation electric bonds to the higher communication and radar 
frequencies, measurements of rf impedance rather than de resistance must be 
made. A recent study program bas shown that several effective techniques 
are available for performi~ the necessary impedance measurements. An 
itduction coupling technique is used up to 50 MHz and a transmission line 
technique (VSWR) above 50 MHz to measure rf impedance. 

INDrX 'l'J:mS: electric bonds, impedance, measurements,. induction, VSWR 

CRIJ.,/DING IN THE SYNCHRONOI.B ORBIT 

Thomas, P. G, 
Associate F.ditor 
Space/Aeronautics, Vol, 49, No. 4, April 1968, pp 66-74 

61L04 

ACCESSION H 

AB:l'l'RAO'r: To enjoy, unimpeded, the fruits of geostationary orbits - 24-hr, 
120-deg-longitude looks at earth - satellite designers must reconcile 
the propulsion needs of.stationkeeping with those of stabilization; shape. 
and steer their antenna beams; atd isolate or modulate e wide spectrum 
of communication bands. A recent study for the Office of Telecommunications 
M!l.nagement forecasted 130 active sync-orbit satellites by 1980 and 
stressed frequency allocation problems. 

See also1 04 68 21, 04 68 22 

lHD;::{ 'l'lm.S: satellites, stationary, synchronous, frequency allocation, 
spectrum utilization, antennas, beam control 
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Golding, J, F, 
Marconi Instruments Ltd. 

,, Electronic Engineering, Vol. 40, No. 4e1, M!l.rch 1968, pp 132-136 
I· 
I 
,AISTRACT1 The accuracy of the match between a signal generator output 

impedance and its connecting cable iii usually expressed in terms of VS\-JR. 
Although such terms have real significance, a clear understanding of tho 
electrical behavoir is necessary if the figure is to be applied as a 
measure of the ultimate accuracy of the output circuit, ~~thods of 
measuring the effective VSWR of signal generator outputs are given. 

INDEX: TWS I signal source, impedance, VSWR, voltage, accuracy 

F}r.:h :>.Lf'J_c_____(.._::'____21 

10,J FRF,QUENCY NOISE GENIBATCP. 

Yeowart, N. s. l ACCESSION li9, 
University of Silford, Lancashire, Ell[', 
Elp otronio EpgineeriJlC. Vol. 40, No, 4g2, April 1968, !'P 212-::!n 

AISTRACT I Circuit details are given for a low-freauenoy nois,;, f"Cnerotor. 
The system uses a sampling techni(!ne with rehys as switchinc; elements. 
The output has a Gaussian amplitude dictribut:!.on and a f.'0'.•:E\r spe-ctral 
density which is constant from zero to 150 Hz to wi.thin l dll. Typical 
measured output characteristics are sho~m. 

INDEX: TWS1 noise gtmerator, low frequency, circuit., output, charactr>ristici;, 
sampling technique 

::'!-CHS Ol:. 6C. <r 



P-I-N DICDE DETECTS MA.GNE'I'IC FIEID 
(NHS) 

~~-~~~ Vol. 16, No. ci, Anril 25, 1968, pp :30-'."l 

ACCESSIOi·: HO 

All>'fitAC'r: A m'l11:n~tosensi ti ve diode, invented by a Japanese scientist, 
)"lrovicles a s1.mplc means, for detecting ma1metic fields. The device works 
nn the principle of controlled lifetimes of inject.ed cerriers by an 
external Dlllgnetic field. TbP. basic mechanism is the deflection of the 
'OA.ths of injected electrons arxl holes toward or aWtcy" from a recombination 
zone. 

lllD7,:{ TlnH',: magnetic field, detector, diode,. p-i-n 

KAIS> 04 68 -11 
SATELU'i'F-BCRNT.; EQiJIP!,fENT FOR A GLOBI\.L SURVEY OF 
TERF.F.ST:tIAL RADIO NOISE . 

NOMCGRAM: RELATillG AM SIDEBANDS TO VIBRATION AND RIPPLE 

IG.ein, G. I AC:CJ•:SSJO:: 1-iO 
Westinghouse Defense & Space Center, Aerosps.ce Div., Baltimore, l·il. 
?1!,crowaves, Vol. 7, No. 4, April 1968, pp 6l,-65 

ALS'l'HAC'r: The given nomograph allows de:termination of' how much power-supply 
ripple or mechanical vibration can be tolerated on an oscillator, a.~plifier 
or attenuator if the sPUrious AM sidebands mu3t be suppressed below a 
specified level. 

J:HD:-X ~•J.m.S: nomogram, AM sidebands, carrier-to-sideband ratio, oscilhitor, 
amplifier, attenuator 

r~!-1.:AH-~ r-,1 6'" r16 

DllSIGN NOISE .Qllt OF SPACECRAFT P,\YLOA.IB 

Harden, B. N. and Harrison, V. A. W. I ACCESSION HO, Thornwall, J. c. 
Radio am Space Research Station, Slough, Buckinghamshire, Eng. NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Mi. 

AC:CT•:'l!U 0:: J-10 

The P.adio am Electronic ~. Vol. 35, No. 3, March 1968, pp 125-13'.3 Electro.me Design. Vol. 16, No. 8, April 11, 1968, pp 64-68 

ALS'l'IlAC'l': A description is given of the. design and development of the equipment ALS~'JlAC'l': No matter how immune your electronic systems are to noise in the 
which has been flown in the satellite ARIEL III to stu:iy the ·radio noise laboratory, the inside of a spacecraft is another story. The frame of' the 
generated by lightning dischsrges·in thunderstorms. Receivers measure the. craft is the hardest source of noise to control for such experiments or 
average voltage of the envelope of the noise in six narrowband channels near payloads as a camera or telemetry setup. The best time to control this 
5, 10 am 15 MHz and count, up to a specified maximum rate, the nUJ:1ber of noise is 1o1hen these payloads are connected to power, signal and chassis 
atmospherics received in these channels. The frequencies of operation -were cQllllllons. Most noise problems are a result of improper circuit layout arxl 
selected so that the transmission properties of high-frequency radio waves design. High-gain amplifiers are the most vulnerable circuits. The 
in the ionosphere may be used to define the area near the Fe.rth 1s surface article gives the most important points to be observed to minimize noise 
from which reception is pcssible at any one time. The observations will be pulses coupling into payload circuits. 
used to deduce the distribution of the noise sources arxl their variations 
in intensity. 

IUD;::{ 'l'l..lU.S: radio noise, terrestrial, survey, satellite, lightning, equipment 

EM'.:ALS 0/, 68 -12 

WAi-ll'ED: STANDARnS FCR INSTRUNENT S~TEM3 

Reyna., R. C. 
Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, Calif. 
F;J,ectro-Technolog;r~ Vol. 81, No. 4, April 1968, pp 34-40 

AB:l'l'JlAC'l': If bench instruments are to be effectively applied in computer 
based test arxl measuring systems, industry-wide standards for electrical 
and physical interfaces are required. Some basic standards are suggested as 
a starling point. A noise enviro?llllental standard is included as being 
t:umamental to a program in interface standardization and should contain 
various procedures for injecting noise in signal lines and measuring the 
riiclcup by the instruments. Noise control, common-mode rejection arxl 
crosstalk are also discussed. 

INDE:{ 'l'l.lUS: spacecraft, interference, noise, prevention, susceptibility, 
coupling 

p,t;ALS N M (1Q 

O(BLON:l COUPLII-0 Ai'ERTURES MEJ!.'.l' WAVFGUIDE FILTER NEED 
IDEAS Fffi DESIGN) . 

Kurzrok, R. M. AC:CE.5SIOi·! NO 
Consulting Engineer, New York, N. Y. 
Electronic Design, Vol. 16, No. 51 1-llrch 1, 1968, p 92 

ALS'l'IlAC'r: Waveguide bard-pass and band-reject filters often employ apertures 
" to realize required couplings. Circular apertures are limited in diameter 
1 to the full height of a rectangular waveguide. To obtain tighter couplings 

required for filters of wider barxlwidth, oblong apertures can be employed. 
A curve giving coupling as a function of aperture si_ze is given. 

:tmmx: 'l'UUf.l: .filter, ..a.veguide, coupliog, aperture, graph 
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HOw TO DEAL WITH RF INI'Jm'ERENCE 

Jasld., T. 

Radio-Electronics, Vol. 39, No. 31 ?-arch 1968, pp 35-36+ 

I ACCESSION NO. 

AES'l'RAC'1' l This article discusses teohniques for reducing RFI from non
communications transmitters such as diatherm,y and induction heating 
equipment, and also from motors and fluorescent lights. Basic shielding 
and i'ilteril:ig techniques are_ discussed on an elementary- level. 

INDElC TI.'U-.S; interference, sources, non-communications, shielding,filteril:ig 

OOAES 04 68 -?,Q 
~=TE POPULATION EXPLCSION COUID DEVOUR SPECTRUM BI 19801 
Kilpatrick, T .H. ACCESSION NO 
News Fditor 
Micrmyes. Vol. 7, No. 4, AJril 1968, pp 10-15 

AES'l'RAC'.r: New repcrt prepared for the Qffice of Telecommunications Management 
explores satellite-development trenis likely through 1980. The report takes 
a hsrd look at the effects a satellite-:aystem population explosion could ha~ 
on frequency allocation, well up into the microwave spectrum. The report 
recommems she.ril:ig the radio spectrum below ll GHz between gro\Ud and space 
communications activities. The report am.mes the ways in .which sharing 
can take place \Uder various interference comitions and in the light of 
interface factors between systems. 

See also: 04 68 05, 04 68 22 

INDZX: TI.'U-.S: satellite, communications, freqµency allocation, spectrum 
utilization, synchronous 

RF CRCMDING IN SPACE REPCRTED NEARIOO CRISIS 
(NE'£) 

El, ctronio Design, Vol. 16, No. 7, April l, 1968, p 2l 

:EM::ABS 04 68 21 

I ACCESSION HO 

AES'l'RAC'.l' : As the total of satellites in space increases, demands on the 
available radio frequency be.ms are approaching the danger point, a 
Government-sponsored report warns. The.report calls for sharing of bands 
between gro\Ud-based domestic users am satellite systems to avert a 
break-down in radio communications before 1980. 

See also: 04 68 05, 04 68 2l 

IHDElC 'l'l.ID.S: satellites, communications, spec_trum utilization, frequency 
allocation, · 

-•toCl I'll t.CI_?? 

NOISE SPECTRA OF BEAM-TYPE MICRCMAVE CSCILLA.TCllS \ 

Rao, B. V. and Gambling, w. A. ACCESSIOJ-l HO. 
Dept. of Electronics, University of Southampton, Eng. 
IJle Radio api Electronic Engineer, Vol. 35, No. 31 lsrch 1968, pp 165-173 

·•AES'l'RAOT: The paper describes measuremiints of amplitude modulation, frequency 
modulation and total noise spectra for several types of klystrons and 
backward-wave oscillators. Comp!ltations of the noise to be expected have 
also been carried out and the theoretical and experimental results are 
·compared. 

lNDZlC TlRMl: noise, spectra, microwave, oscillators, beam-type, computed, 
measured 

El-PAIS 04 68 l4 

STANDARD ICS FCR DIGITAL DATA COMMUNICATION 

Walker, R. M. and Aldrich, R. C. l M:CESSI_Qli HO. 
Fairchild Semicomuotor, Mountain View, Calli'. 
E!: - The Electronic bineer. Vol. 27, No. 31 ?-arch 1968, pp 33-38 

AES'l'RAC'f: Techniques for medium-length .data transmission have relied heavily 
on discrete components because these provide necessary power while overcoming 
noise. New techniques use standard !Cs .which can reduce costs, yet still 
maintain reliable operation. One solution is the use of differential 
techniques with low signal swing11 driving terminated twisted· pair lines. 
Crosstalk is reduced, terminated lines minimize reflection,am grouni noise 
is limited by' the line receivers• c0llllllon mode rejection. 

INDElC Tl:.'U-.S: data transmission, communication, noise, crosstalk, differential, 
integrated circuits(ICs), common mode rejection 

IFLYIOO RADAR 1 POSJ!S A DESIGN CHALLENGE 
(NM) 

El1'.:AJJl 04 6~ -15 

lsso_n, J • F • ACCESS 'l · 0 
Military & Aerospace Editor 
EJsotronic Design. Vol. 16, No. 7, April l, 1968, pp 36-'.38 

AES'l'RAC'f: With 20 tons of airborne eleQtronics, am with more than '.30 antennas 
protruding from the plane.electromagnetic interference will be one of the 
problems that designers of the Awa.cs (,4irborne Warning am Control System) 
will have to solve. 

IIIDZX: TlIDS: radar, airborne, early warning,_ interference, compatibility, 
systems 

EM:lAB3 0/, M .19 
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INTERFERENCE EFFECTS ELIMINATED IN 
RANDOM ORIENTED SPACE STATION 
Technology Utilization Officer 1- ACCESSION NO, 
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas 
Frequency Magazine 
Vol 6, No. 4, April 1968, Pages 24, 25 
ABSTRACT: 
A system has been devised to eliminate destructive interference 
effects among multiple omnidirectional or semi-omnidirectional 
antennas on a large space vehicle that is either spin -stab
ilized or randomly oriented rela~ive to the ground station 
which communication is necessary. 

I ndex Terms: Space stations, Interference 

LATEST TRENDS IN RFI/EMC' 

Frequency Magazine 
Vol . 6, No. 3, March 1968, Pages 25-28 
,ABSTRACT: 

F.M::AES 01,. 68 26 

I ACCESSION NO. 

In the latest issue of the IEEE Transactions on Electromagnetic· 
Compatibility, ·Sept. 1967, Vo],ume EMC-9 Number' 2, there were 
published eleven papers which represent the results of some of 
the latest investigations in the field of RFI/EMC. The papers 
were generally high quality, technical papers by some of the 
acknowledged leaders in this field. A broad survey of these 
-papers is of interest to anyone concerned with the electro
magnetic compatibility problems. 

Index Terms: Fabric, Frequency Assignment, Mutual Interference 
Charts, EMP, Shielding, Channel bandwidth 

QUADRATURE DETECTION PSK SYSTEM AND 
I NTERFERENCE 
V. F. Volertas 
RCA Defense Communications Systems Div. , 
RCA REVIEW 
Vol. 29 , No., 1, March 1968, pages 122-140 

ACCESSION NO, 

Camden, N. J. 

ABSTRACT: When perfect coherent reception of discrete phase-modulated 
signals is impossible, quadrature detection is used. The performance of 
such a binary system in white noise and similar-s ignal interference envir 
onments is studied. Formulas of error probabilities for various interference 
combinations are derived, and error rates are computed. Effects of phase 
and energy relations between communication and interference signals are 
determined. Similar-signal and white-noise interferences are compared. 
Results can be applied for intentional and unintentional interference as 
we11· as for an environment where reflective multipaths prevail. It i.s c-:m
cluded that white-rioise interference is surpassed by similar-signal inter 
ference in very special cases only, and, genera lly, the l atter type of 
intentional interference (jamming) against this system is unlikely. 
INDEX TERMS: Quadrature I>etection, Pulse-Shift-Keyed Signals, Communicati.on, 
Similar-Signal Interference, Jamming 

AN IMPROVED DESIGN OF WAVEGUIDE BAND
REJECTION FILTERS 
H. C. Wang 
Bell Telephone Labs 
The Bell System Technical Journal 
Vol. 47, No. · 1, January 1968, Pages 1-15 

El-CABS C'.'. 6e ?.3 

ACCESSION NO. 

.ABSTRACT: The usual design technique for wave guide band-rejection filters 
uses narrow-band approximations and thus discrepancies generally exist 
between the designed and measured response, particularly in the fairly 
wide passband. -Nevertheless, this design technique has been used because 
of its simplicity and because the f ilter configurations obtained are rela
tively simple. Lately, a new design technique using transmission line 
synthesis became available which, theoretically, would yield the desired 
response, However, the physical realization results in a .complicated 
configuration which leads to certain practical problems. This paper 
presents a modified technique which simplifies the structure without 
sacrificing performance. With this modification the design procedure 
becomes very simple and many of the practical problems can be avoided. 
INDEX TERMS: Waveguide Filters, Band-Rejection Filters, Microwave Filters 

,EMJAES 01~, 28 I - .. . ' ---- EMJ/\83 Ol, 68 24 

CONTROLLING NOISE IN INSTRUMENT CIRCUIT~ PRACTICAL NOTES FOR RFI/EMC: BONDING 

B. Klipec I_ ACCESSION No. 1 
Samuel Moore and Co. 

ACCESSION NO, 

Control Engineering Magazine 
Vol. 15, No. 3, March 1968, Pages 75, 76 
ABSTRACT: 
Three types of shielding material are compared for their 
ability to reduce static noise. The noise reduction ra-cio 
shown is the ratio between voltage pickup with and without 
shield grounding. The test piec~ was a 50-ft. length of 
shielded_ wire pair wrapped around a 4'-in. diam mandrel. 

Magnetic 'noise can be r educed in two ways; either by 
twisting wire pairs or by shielding. If the wire is 
twisted, the wire_ pair forms a ser i es of loops in the 
instrument circuit so that adjacent loops cancel the 
effect of the induced magnetic field. 

Index Terms: Magnetic Field Shielding, Electric Field 
Sht elding8 Sl)ield. Grounding, Braided EM::AES o;, 68 29 
Sh1.elds, O]H) Sh1e]qs • 

Frequency Ma!azine 
Vol. 6, No., April 1968, Pages 17-19 
ABSTRACT: 
The prime consideration of bonding effectiveness must begin 
with the initial system concept and continue through the 
design phase. The whole final installation must be thought 
of as an electrical "black box" bonded together. Al l parts 
of the system must be related to the whole system and the 
system must be related .to the outside world. Reliance on 
applicable specifications will not accomplish this; the spe
cifications can only be used a s a point of departure. There 
are tlsually no system specifications for bonding. One must 
develop criteria by careful system analysis , usually depend

;ing on criteria from related sources such as an equipment 
r,specification or system performance requirements. 

Index Terms: Bonding 
EM::AB3 04 68 25 
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COMMENT ON "DIGITAL MEASUREMENT OF NARROWBAND NOISE POWER" 
H, Sutcliffe 

·Dept, of Elec. Engrg., Univ, of Salford, England 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 

I ACCI~C:SJOl'! HO. 

Vol. 56, No. 1, March 1968, p, 354 (Letters) 1 
Al!STRACT: One of the features of a recent paper by Tiuri and Halme was 
a discussion of the non..11nearity of the method of' detection. It is found 
in experimental noise measurements, particularly at very low frequencies, 
that the use of a digital technique with a wide-range linear response con
fers many advantages., Such a method has given the name "transit counting 
voltmeter" and has been described previously, 2,3 so only a brief account 
will be given here. 
Instead of a single reference level, a number of' reference levels equally 
spaced apart are provided and the quasi-sinusoidal noise fluctuation 
produces a triggered pulse each time it passes a level. The pulses from 
all the reference levels take a common route to a counter. In all other 
respect~ the method is similar to that described by Tiuri and !Jalme and 
by Fry.4 The advantage of the transit counting method lies not only in 
its extended linear range, but also in its immunity from drift of datum 
level of the noise signal. 
INDEX TERMS: Noise power measurement, digital Jil,!CABS 04 68 34 

NAVIGATION SYSTEM SPARKS LOOK AT INTERFERENCE I 
BE~EN VOR, FM STATIONS 

,_A"""C""'CE=S.;;:.SI::a.O:.;;N.:...:.;N.;;.O:::..• ______ _ 

COMMUNICATIONS DESIGNER'S DIGEST 
Vol, 2, No, 4, April 1968, pages 30-32 

ABSTRACT: It seems odd that a frequency assignment for a communications, 
system could be made in this day and age without knowing the potential 
interference hazards that could develop. Yet, in 1964, when the increase 
of VOR navigational facilities . in the United States left no frequency 
assignment for testing, the FAA proposed that the then unassignable band 
edge frequency of 108.0 MHz be used subject to the condition that it 
cause no interference in the reception of FM broadcasting stations, 
present or future. 

INDEX TERMS: VOR Navigation, FM, Frequency Utilization, Spectrum 
Conservation 

EM::ABS 01, 68 30 

COMJ,IENTS ON "THE CORRESP0NDENCE OF INTERMODULATION AND CROSS FILTERS-NAME DENOTES PERFORMANCE 
MODULATION IN AMPLIFIERS AND MIXERS" 
M, N, Lustgarten ACCF.SSIOl'l HO. R. Morrison!,._ ~AC:::.:CE=S:.::S:;::.IO:::.:N::...:;N:.::O.:..•-------
ECAC, IIT Research Institute, Annapolis, Md, ---· Dynamics Instrumentation 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE EDN Ma azine 
Vol. 56, No. 3, March 1968, p. 355 (Letters) Vol. 13, o. 3, March 1968, Pages 104-109 
ABSTRACT: The ab~ve letter 1 is quite informative but, in gen~ral, avoids ABSTRACT: 
a rather crucial issue. In order to predict the impact of cross modulation il ters are characterized by such terms as Butterworth, 
or intermodulation, it is necessary to include certain frequency-dependent -Chebyshev, Bessel and linear phase. These words serve 
terms in addition to the non-linear terms mentioned by the authors. As is jto differentiate beat ween qualities in amplitude or 
generally known, the two phenomena may occur in· the RJ:1 amplifier or the mixer, ~hase response. Presented here :!,s a discussion about 
It is necessary, therefore, to include a frequency-dependent term (or terms) :these qualities. 
which will be influenced by the antenna coupler, the RF stage (or stages), · 
and the tuned circuit preceding the mixer. Incidentally, the frequency depen
dent term(s) will, for certain amplitude levels, be dependent on amplitude, 
sirice the RF amplifier may be driven to saturation, possibly causing grid 
current to flow, resulting in modified effective selectivity characteristics. 
Briefly, prediction of cross modulation and intermodulation in receivers 
(or transmitters) must consider frequency-dependent terms in addition to 
non-frequency-dependent characteristics resulting from non-linear effects. 
INDEX TERMS: Intermodulation. Cross-Modulation EMCABS 04 68 35 

A CURRENT TRANSFORMER FOR MICROSECOND PULSES 

W. J. Sarjeant, Eric Brannen 
·Dept, of Physics, lJniv, of Western Ontario, Canada 
.~ROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 
Vol. 56, No, 3, M_a.rch 1968, p, 359 (Letters) 

AES1'RACT: 

I Ac:cE.c;s:rn:·um, __ _ 

A toroidal current pulse transformer suitable for the measurement of 
large microsecond current pulses is described. An accuracy of 2 percent 
was obtained in reproducing approximately rectangular pulses over the 
0,5- to 20-ps range for amplitudes up to 250 A. The transformer gave 
agreement to 5 percent with a Rogowski coii system for currents up to 
70 000 A, 

ll-!DjC:{ TI.m-S: Pulse, Measurement, Current 
EM:AB.3 04 68 '.36 

INDEX TERMS: Low Pass Filters, Butterworth, Chebyshev, 
Bessel, Linear-phase, Band pass, High pass, 
Band-reject 

A QUICK REVIEW OF PARALLEL-T FILTERS 

D. Mensa 
U. S. Naval Missile Center, Pt, Mugu 
EDN Magazine 
Vol, 13, No, 3, March 1968, Pages 110-114 

f?,r,:\ 1P O.', M :n 

ACCESSION NC, 

ABSTRACT: Ever since Scott described the use of the parallel-T network 
as a band-rejection· filter, engineers have been interested in optimizing 
the design of this unique circuit, However, the infinite variety of 
parameter combinations has made this task difficult. If unfamiliar with 
the magnitude of the problem, consider the parallel-T network, its 
transfer equation and its frequency response. 

INDEX TERMS: Parallel-T Filters, Band-Rejection 

rl,C,\ 1S f"'\.' I,?. ?:?. 



TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY'S RADIO INTERFERENCE EXPERIENCES 
ON JOO-kV TRANSMISSION LINES . 

_J. W. Hartley, R, T_. Smith, H, I. Dobson 

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON POWER APPARATUS AND SYSTEMS 
?AS-87, No, 4, April 1968 ~~- ~ 

ACCJ'.SS]: 01'! J:!Q,_ __ 

AJ£T:;AC'r.: A t1ro-yee.r field investigation of radio interference (RI) 
le72lc: in the vicinity of lfOO miles of operating 500-kV transmission 
lines is <iescribed, Disc;1ssions are given of instruments, antennas, 
e.nc1 types of surveys; the design and development of RI monitoring statio:is; 
i nd comparisons of the relative merits of various supplementary items, 
'.·.e:rnlts f:corn hI profiles, RIV measurements, and monitor station recordings 
are ~nalyzed ano presented along with brief discussions of signal-to-noise 
ratios and evaluation of TVA's transmission-line design and construction 
tecbniq_ues. 

INDZ{ Tffil-.S: Radio interference, corona, power lines, measurements 

RI PROB'I,Ef.lS HJ HI/ LINE DESIGN 

L. Paris, M, Sforzini 

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON POWER APPARATUS AND SYSTEMS 
PAS-87, No. 4, April 1968 

EMCABS 04 68 40 

ACCESSION ~-

Al:STRACT: Criteria for the selection of line conductors and insulators are 
presented that may be helpful to the high-voltage line designer when choosine; 
different line solutions. Methods are given for the predetermination of RI 
Lrom both conductors and insuletor strings, then criteria are exposed for the 
definition of "limit" values for RI levels; these criteria are for the 
designer's reference. 

INDi!X THlJ.S: Radio interference, power lines, corona, insulators, design 

EMCABS 04 68 41 
RADIO INTERFERENCE FROM ',I'HE FIRST 735-kV LINE OF 
iffDRO-QUEBEC 
R, Lacroix, H. Charbonneau 

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON POWER APPARATUS AND SYSTEMS 
PAS-87, No, 4, April 1968 

ACCF.SSIOH HQ. • 

AffiTFACT : Results of radio interference (RI) level measurements on the first 
735-kV line of Hydro-Quebec are presented, The cumulative relative frequency 
of ::I levels for the period from October l, 1965, to July 17, 1966, is studied. 
An appro✓.imation of this curve by three uniformly distributed meteorological 
conditions and the distribution curve of absolute humidity are presented. An 
ensuing equation for the evaluation oi' RI levels in terms of temperature and 
relative humidity is included. The rate of change of RI levels with the 
mo✓.imum surface gradient on the conductors. is reported. Frequency spectra 
and lateral profiles measured at mid-span are shown. The evaluation of RI 
le'rels using a published method is also illustrated. 

J:ilD;,;C TlTl)-;";: Radio interference, corona, power lines 
EMCABS 04 68 42 

MAGNETIC SHIELDING WITH A SUPERCONDUCTING SOLENOID 

C, W, Schultz 
School of Engineering, University of Connecticut 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 
Vol, 56, No. 3, March 1968, p. 345(Letters) 

Al:STRACT: 

Ll\('('Y'' ""f , .. , 'il (\ 
-• • • • . 1 -.1 ._ \.I ...• ~. ·-··'.., •~··· 

A shorted superconducting solenoid will have no change in 
its net flux linkage in the presence of an applied magnetic f ield, 
To compensate for some field penetration into the solenoid, its centr~l 
region will have an opposite proportional field. The ef fect i s called 
"overshielding." 

Ii'lD,,;';{ Tli tHl: Shielding, magnetic, superconductor 

DESIGN OF A HIGH-FREQUENCY NOTCH FILTER 

Franklin F. Kuo and Darrow F. Dawson 
·univ, of Hawaii and Univ. of California 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 
Vol, 56, No. 3, March 1968, p. 327 (Letters) 
Al:S'l'RACT : 

EN}A.BS 04 68 37 

l('F"'ST ,i·' ,'(\ lli , ... :., .. . l 1 ·~· . . • . .. , _ , • • 

Design equations for a high-frequency notch f ilter are pr esented, 
The filter makes use of a hybrid coil for decoupling input f rom output. 
The notch is obtained from a bridge-type balance, and can be made 
quite narrow. 

,; INDEX Tlirtl-B: Filter, notch, high frequency 

SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ELECTRICAL DISCHARGES ON 
CONTAMINATED SURFACES 
E, Nasser 

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON POWER APPARATUS AND SYSTEMS 
PAS-87, No •. 4, April 1968 - ·-·· 

EMCABS 04 68 38 

ACC:r•:',SJ o;•: HO,,_,. __ 

Al:S'l'RACT: ,The various discharge phenomena caused by contamination of insu
,.lator surfaces were investigated by means of slow and fast oscillographic 
recordings of the discharge current. It was found that the surface discharges 
have distinct stages of developnent. The visual. manifestations were recorded 
simultaneously with the current pul1Jes, providing a good correlation and an 
exact physical interpretation. It was found that contaminated surface dis
charges can be classified as three main types: the arc, streamer and glow • 
The arc discharge has a highly ionized plasma channel with a small voltage 
drop and the other tw are of low ionization density and carry a relatively 
high voltage. The ignition mechanism was also investigated and is explained. 
Both streamer and glow discharges are accompanied by steep current pulses 
and are believed to be responsible for the high-intensity radio noise 
associated with contaminated surface currents. The use of such pulses or 
. bursts of current in the evaluation of insulator perfonnance is critically 
discussed. 

'•INDEX TERMS: Radio interference, high voltage discharges insulators 
. EMCABS 04 68 39 



NEW DIMENSIONS IN SHIELDING 

Robert B. Cowdel:). I ACCF.SSION NO. 
Genistron Division, Genisco Technoiogy, Corp., Compton, Calif. 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
EMC-10, No. 1, March 1968, p. 158 

Al3STRACT: The problem first confronting shielded enclosure designers is 
that of determining the, correct type of metal to be used and its required 
thickness. The shield effectiveness equations that must be solved to 
answer this problem are at best complex and cumbersome to handle. Graph
ical techniques developed to date are inaccurate, time consuming, and, in 
general, very difficult to use. The shielding charts developed offer a 
simple, rapid method for solving the shielding problem in a matter of 
minutes. 

Ii:IDi!X TIBJ.S: Shielding, electromagnetic, graphical techniques 

EM;AS;l . ~ 68 46 
DESIGN OF MINIMUM WEIGHT AND MAXIMUM EFFECTIVENESS OF VERY
LOW-FREQUENCY SHIELDING 

. John G. Harrington and Richard B •. Schulz I ACCESSIOl-! ,liO_. __ 
The Boeing Co., Renton, Wash, 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
EMC-10, No. 1, March 1968, p. 152 

Al3STRACTS: Shielding equations developed in a research program were used 
to generate data for use in the design of an optimum sheild for a given 
set of constraints (a prescribed shielding level, minimum weight shield, 
etc. ) . Analysis consisted chiefly of computer processing of the modified 
equations. To reduce computer time, only symmetrical laminated shielding 
material were considered. Maximum shielding attenuation with respect to 
overall shield weight is considered for two cases, using the transmission 
theory of uniform shielding: (1) the lightest shield for a specified .level 
of attenuation, a!X1. (2) the shield providing maximum attenuation within 
specified constraints of shield weight. 

INDi!X TIB!,B: Shielding, magnetic, enc..Losures, design 

MAGNETIC SHIELDING ENCLOSURE DESIGN~ IN THE DC AND VLF 
REGION 

EMJA~ 04 68 47 

Alan K. Thomas I Acmss:cm l!Q..... __ 
TRW Sy_stems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif, 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILifY 
EMC-10 , No. l , March 1968, p, 142 . 

Al3STRACT: A review of magnetic shielding concepts and equations as applied 
to ideal shield configurations has provided a basis for the analysis of the 
shielding effectiveness of practical shielded enclosures to de and VLF mag
netic fields. The permeability of the shield material is considered as a 
function of the induction, and a significantly improved method of estimating 
the induction and permeability of the shield is presented. The effects of 
multiple shell geometry ar e given by the equations of this analysis, which are 
indeterminable with a transmission~line analysis. 
The degrading effects of other departures from ideal shield materials and con
figurations are analyzed qualitatively; equations for estimating the magnitude 
of those effects are developed where possible. 

INDI,;( TlBJ-;-:l: Shi el ding, magnetic, enclosur e , design 
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SEASONAL VARIATION OF FAIR-WEATHER RADIO NOISE 

.J. J. LaForest 

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON POWER APPARATUS AND SYSTEMS 
PAS-87, No. 4, April 1968 

AWTRA~: 

ACC::I~SIOl'! l:!.Q,_ __ _ 

An analysis was made of one year of fair-weather radio noise (RI ) data from 
an EHV line. Two types of variation were found: long term, over several 
months, and short term, over several days. Summer RI readings were qigher 
than winter readings by 12 dB and lasted longer. Based on these results, a 
procedure for predicting average monthly RI levels is outlined, Short-term 
variations of fair-weather RI level were analyzed statistically using the 
washing effect of rain on the conductor surface as an explanation of the 
RI variation, Results reported yielded s favorable inference for the 
statistical model 

Ii'IDEK TIBH'l: Radio interference, corona, power lines 
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CORONA AND RI CAUSED BY PARTICLES ON OR NEAR ERV CONDUCTORS: 
II-·-FOUL WEATHER. R.H. NEWELL, T.W. LIAO, F.W. WARBURTON ! ACCF..SSIOl! 1:LQ.,___ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON POWER APPARATUS AND SYSTEMS Vol.PAS 0 87.No. 4,April 1968 
ABSTRACT: A study is reported that was made to identify and photograph the 
foul-weather coronas occurring on a high-voltage transmission-line conductor 
and to establish their radio-noise importance. On the most tested 230-kV 
line, snow impingement plumes caused radio interference (RI) to 90 times 
and water drop spray plumes 75 times, that of the base fair weather noise 
level. Foul-weather RI caused by snow, rain, fog, ice and condensate 
associated with the conductor overrode RI generated on insulators, acces
sories, hardware, and weather conductor protrusions. Water particles in 
different forms were present in the conductor environment for one fifth 
the yearly time. The conductor surface gradient, the rate of decay out-
ward from the conductor, the total conductor surface area, H2 0 particle 
size and formation, and air velocity over the conductor are important to 
both particle attachment t o the conductor and to the severity and form of 
corona . This corona occurs as plumes, impingement plumes, spray plumes, 
glows, and microsparks. Confirming laboratory tests were made at 230 and 
345 kV. Confirming observations were made on 345- and 500- kV lines. Corona 
lJsses were caused by impingement plumes during snowstorms and principally 
by spray plumes in rain. 
iNDEX_ TE~S.: . R.adio .. .in.t;erference, corona, power lines El-!CABS 04 68 44 
Rf SHIEtDING DESIGN 

Richard B. Schulz, George C, Huang and Walter L, Wil:j.iams I AC:GT~SSIOl·: HO, 
The Boeing Co,, Commercial Airplane Div., Renton, Wash, 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
EMC-10, No, 1, March 1968, p. 168 

Al3STRACT: An RF shielding design procedure based on a non-uniform trans
mission-line analogy of shielding is presented. The theory treats the prop
agation of an EM wave through the walls of a shielding enclosure as a path 
through the material itself in parallel with one or more paths through defects , 
seams, or other discontinuities in the shielding structure. Data necessary for 

· the design of a shield are presented in the form of material factors, seam 
factors, size factors, and others, Factor dependency on frequency is discussed. 
Two typicdl design examples are given. 

HID~{ TI.Rl-3 : Shi elding , electromagnetic , design, l eakage paths 

EMCA!fl n/ ,<;~ ! r, 
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SHIELDING DEHSJ'fi : AN EL:F:,:L:JI'1AG .. ~. i,HIEL!J.uvG DESlGN 
CONCEPT FCR WEIGHI' SENSITIVE APPLICATIONS 
\ellar c. Plantz, Richard B. Schulz, Reuben Goldman 
'T'l,' Boeing Co., Fenton, Wash. 

ACGJ,SSJO? _l:!Q,_ ___ _ 

SOME ELECTRO!o!AGNETIC COMPATIBILITY GROUNDING AND SHIELDI NG 
CONSIDERATIONS IN 'rITANIUM AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES 
Richard K. Donohue and Alfred Eckersley I ACC1''.';~~:ro;-'. _Jin._ ,. .. 

T=:E I'F~J~SACTIONf ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
·"·'C-10, No. 1, M !'Ch 1968, P• 126 

ABSTRACT: laboratory data obtained in a shielding study led to the conclusion 
that the size or shape ,of a shielding enclosure does not significantly affect 
its shielding effectiveness at frequencies below cavity resonance. A figure
of-merit expression for weight-sensitive applications was devised end termed 
"shielding density," It relates shielding effectiveness per unit weight per 
unit area. It is pointed out that this concept is useful in providing the 
shield designer with answers to three specific questi~ns concerning maximum 
shielding effectiveness, lightest shielding enclosure, and optimum shielding 
de~ity. 

IHDI::{ TIRJ·B : Shielding, electromagnetic, enclosures, weight-sensitive 

El-CA BS 04 6_8 53 

The Boeing Co., Renton, Wash, 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBIL: TY 
EMC-10, No. 1, March 1968, p, 142 (For complete paper see IEEE El•'C Sympo:;hun 

AEC'l'RAC'r: Record, Wash,, D. C,, July 18-20, 19G7 , pt1, . 9L-104) 
High •resistivity of titanium alloys (in the vicinity of 200 microohm-cm) 
requires special consideration of the role of airplane structure as a 
current return and as an electromagnetic shield. Experimental data and 
supporting analysis are presented. Voltage drops due to structure currents 
are larger in titanium than in aluminum airplanes. Return currents in 
structure are distributed widely instead of being relatively concentrated. 
For representative skin thicknesses, magnetic field shielding effectiveness 
is rather insignificant even at frequencies in the ADF range. 
Achieving electromagnetic compatibility in titanium airplanes will require 
greater than previous use of wire rather than of structure returns for sus
ceptible circuits. To obtain a given magnetic field, isolation between a 
source and a receptor will require greater reliance on physical separation 
than on intrinsic magnetic field s_hielding of the structural material. 
INDEX TERMS: Shielding, electr~ma3netic, grounding, titanium 
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l/,AQNETIC FIELD PIC_KUP BY FLEXIBLE BRAID COAXIAL CABLES 

_Jack E, Bridges and Reymond A, Zalewski 
IIT Research Institute, Illinois Institute of Technology 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 

I I MEASUREMENT OF RF LEAKAGE IN MULTIPIN ELEC'rRICAL comrr:C'L'ORS 

~l-! HO. Ferd W. Schor 
ITT Cannon Electric, Los Angeles, Calif, 

M:c:r,:c;~,; LO:UIP,.,. _ 

EMC-10, No, 1, March 1968, p, 130 
AFB'l'fl/\CT: The purpose of the investigation reported was to measure the 
shielding e~fec:iveness of a typical flexible-braid coaxial cable to magnet
ic fielos perpendicular to its axis and to demonstrate that a coaxial cable 
may be consicierec' ,·'S an equivalent open-wire pair in a cylindrical shield. 
'fhe test set-up used employed a parallel-plane transmission line to generate 
a uniform magnetic field perpendicular to the axis of the coaxial cable. 
The shielding effectiveness of the braid was measured for several classes 
of braid conditions. Then, using the same braid a coaxial cable with 
an experimentally induced known eccentricity was employed and the overall 
pick-up measured. The results confirmed the objectives of the investigat
ion, Assuming typical interfering electromagnetic fields and a typical 
eccentricity ( to the order of 1-mm separation between centers of the outer 
and inner conductors), substantial pick-up is possible by the coaxial cabling 

U:£~,:rTIRJ-B: Shielding, magnetic, cables . 

RESONANCE PROPERTI~S OF THE SHIELD OF A COAXIAL CABLE OVER 
A GROUND PLANE 

El-l)ABS 01. 68 52 

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPA'rIBILI'rY 
EMC-10, No. 1, March 1968, P• 135 
ABSTRACT: In the past measurements of connector RFI leakage have evaluated 
combinations of the connector and cable so that it has been difficult to separate 
the effects of the different leakage areas. Methods are presented that enable 
the designer first to evaluate the leakage at the interface coupling with a 
variety of connectors characteristics and then, separately, to obtain the cable 
RF leakage. Thus the effects of the varying parameters of connector design may 
be determined without being affected by the connecting cable leakage. The RFI 
performance data presented cover the range of 150 kHz to 1000 MHz. A description 
of the measuring technique and its development, and a series of reconunendations 
that are aimed toward the reduction of RFI leakage in multipin electrical con
nectors are ,included. 

J:NDZ{ TI.Rl,S : Shielding, leakage, electromagnetic, connector 
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M. D. deMilt, Yung-Ping Loh, and Ralph M, _ Showers 

RESONANCE PROPERTIES OF THE SHIELD OF A COAXIAL CABLE OVER ~ 
A GROUND PLANE 

ACCE,<;S;LOl:Ll·fO._.. M. D. deMilt, Yung-Ping Loh, and Ralph M, Showers ACmSS19.i:J.)fO, ·-·· 

( continued) 

AW'J.'RACT : 
to-metal joints on the shield. This is not only an inconvenient method 
of installation, but also undesirable around salt water, Copper shielding 
will corrode, and corrosion at the joint of the dissimilar metal can cause 
non-linear interference effects. 
The standing waves induced in the transmil!Bion system formed by the cylind
rical shield of a coaxial cable and a conducting plane are examined theoret
ically and experimentally as a function of the shield- to-ground impedance at 
the end points only (Zl and Zz of Fig. 1). Ordinarily, standing waves are 
eliminated by terminating a guiding system in its characteristic impedance. 
In this situation, however, the exciting source {i.e., incident radiation) 
is distributed along the length of the transmission system. 

llIDi'X TIRJ-B : 

The Moore School of Electrical Engineering, Univ. of Pennsylvania 
JEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
EMC-10, No, 1, March 1§68, p. 135 .(For complete paper see IEEE-EMC Symposium 

AEC'l'RACT: Record, Wash,, D, c;, July 18-:?0, 1967, pp, 447-453) 
- In situations where several high-power transmitters and their antennas 

are to be used near one another, a certain amount of mutual interference 
can be expected. An instance of particular interest is that of high
intensity radiation inducing standing waves between the shields of nearby 
coaxial cables and a metal deck of ground plane. Standing waves induced 
may cause high. potentials and possible breakdown at the ends of the cable 
damaging connectors and antennas. There may also be some reduction of the 
shielding effectiveness of the coaxial cable when high-voltage standing 
waves are present in the shield_, It has been co11U11on practice to eliminate 
such standing waves by periodic grounding of the outer conductor of the co-

••---- axial cable. This however, requires penetration of the insulation material 
on the cable an~ formation of metal-

IND]!,{ Tim-S: Coupling, electromagnetic, cable resonance 
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ELF AND ,Vf;F SHIELbING -EFFECTIVENESS OF HIGH-PERMEABILITY 
MATERIALS 
Richard B, S'chulz 
The Boeing Company, Renton, Wash, 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNET!C COMPATIBILITY 
EMC-10, No, l, March 1968, P• 95 

I ACCF.-'.lSION NQ, 

AB3TRACT: Research was conducted to determine the low-frequency shielding 
effectiveness of magnetic materials. :Both analytical aild experimental 
approaches were used, The work is unique in that it provides a technique 
for experimental separation of the various terms in the shielding expression. 
Expressions of shielding effectiveness of flat sheets for very low_ fre
quencies are derived, and the results of different experiments are· given, 

ll'IDi~ Tl:RJ,B: Shielding, magnetic, high permeability 

El-CABS OA,_61U_7 
NEW TECHNlQ1JE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE INTEGRITY OF 
SHIELDED ENCLOSURE$ BY THE MEASUREMENT OF THE PERPENDICULAR 

AN EMPIRICAL STUDY OF EU' AND· VLF SHIELD CANS . 

J. Ronald Moser 
. U.S. Navy Underwater Sound Laboratory, New London, -Cv,.t!l, 

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
'' EMC-10, No, 1, March 1968, P• 1J2 

I ACQF...'JSI_Q:! NO. --

!AB3TRACT: An empirical ELF and VLF study of l/16 and l/32-inch-thick shield 
cans {stainless steel, aluminum, copper, Polyform, annealed Hip~rnom, and 
annealed and unannealed cold-rolled steel, mumetal, and Co-Netic) was 

_performed to investigate shielding effectiveness versus frequency character
istics with emphasis on the effects of machining (notches, slots, holes, 
and louvers), dropping, annealing, and welding, The erratic nature of many 
of the shielding functions is explained by the resonance theory of shielding, 
and the shielding .characteristics of certain shield cans are compared, A 
brief i.~troduction to the automated testing system used during this study to 

,obtain the numerous shielding effectiveness curves versus frequency curves 
that were requ1red is also presented, 

INDE:< TIBl,B: Shielding, magnetic, cylinders 

THIN-FIIM SHIELDING FOR MICROCIRCUIT APPLICATIONS AND A USE
FUL LABORATORY TOOL FOR PLANE-WAVE SHIELDING EVALUATIONS 

EK:ABS 04 68 54 

Ray 0, Lockwood MAGNETIC FIELD 
Westinghouse Electric Corp,, Leesburg, Va, 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMfATIBILITY 

ACC_ESSlOl·! HO~ Robert A, Weck ACCli.:$SIOl': HO. 
-• Electronic Components Laboratory, U,S,Ar!ey' ,Electronics Command, Ft, Monmouth, 

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
EMC-16, No, ·l, M~ch 1968, p. 94 (For complete paper see IEEE Electromagnetic 

ArBTRACT: Compatibility Symposium Record, Wash;D,C,, 
July 18-20, 1967, pp, 61-69) ·EM::ABS 04 68 58 

A solution of electromagnetic .field.equations with appropriate boundary 
conditions shows that at the surface of a·material with infinite conductivity, 
no parallel electric field or perpendicular magnetic field exists. As conduc
tivity decreases, there are large relative increases in the parallel electric 
field and perpendicular magnetic field at ~he surface. A reduction in permea
bility lowers the parallel electric field while increasing the perpendicular 
magnetic field, For ~ost practical shielded enclosures of room size, the 
shielding effectiveness is determined largely by the quality of the seams 
between panels, along door edges, or filter mountings, Hence an investigation 
is presented of results of an evaluation of a method developed by th~ govern
ment for finding faults in a shielded enclosure by detecting changes in the. 
perpendicular comp0nent.of'magnetic field along the surface of the conducting 
wall emphasizing continuity of all types of seams of shielded enclosures, 
INDEX TERMS: Shielding, magnetic, enclosures, measurement, normal field 

EMC-10, No, 1, March 1968, p, 105 

.A:ESTRACT: The results of plane-wave shielding effectiveness tests on 
vacuum-deposited metallic thin films are discussed, The test data are 
presented in graphical form for thin films of copper, aluminum, silver, 
gold, and nickel, Shielding effectiveness as high as 90 dB was obtained, 
In addition, a novel test instrument a_nd measurement technique were 
devised for this study, The test procedure is described, design inform
ation for the cons.truction of the test device is given, and a theox·etical 
basis for its use is presented, 

INDI!X ri:m.B: Shielding, electromagnetic, thin-film 

.. EMCABS 04 68 55 
PROPOSED· RECOMMEND)ID PRACTICES FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF H-FIELD ·SHIELDING El_'FECTIVENESS QF FLAME-SPRAYED AND-THIN 

' SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS QF HIGH-PERFORMANCE SHIELDING SOLID ALUMINUM AND COPPER SHEETS · I 11.ccm:-:;_$;ro;-r llQ,.._, __ ,, .ENCLOSURES ACCESS!Ol-r ~- .. Alfred Eckersley 
Jack E: Bridges, IIT Research Institute, Illinois Inst. of Tech, The Boeing Co., Commercial Airplane Div,, Rento~, Wash, 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
EMC-id, No, 1, March 1§68, p, 82 . EMC-re, No, i~ -Ma.rch.1968, p, 101 --- . ·····--

AB3TRACT: Uniform measurement procedu~es are proposed for determining the 
relative effectiveness of room-size high-performance shielding enclosures. 
Test procedures are designated to measure the effectiveness of a rectangular 
pare.l.lelepiped with edge dimensions ranging from l,5 to 15 meters, They are 
formulated to enable use of commercially available equipment for conducting 
tests under nonideal conditions. The standard does not, however, specify 
construction details for shielding enclosures nqr does it suggest methods 
for calculating their effectiveness. 

IJ:lDj,X T111J-.S: Shielding, electromagnetic, measurements, enclosures , 
proposed standard 

ABSTllACT: Laboratory data are presented for H-field shieldinc; effective
ness of sheets (4'20 mil) of aluminum and copper, both in relatively p,:r·e
form and depositecl by flame spraying on insulatill{5 material in a normal 
atmosphere, The measured shielding effectiveness is compared with vuli:es 

_calculated on the basis of measured conductivity, The flame-spray con
ductivity was measured to be much lower than that of the pure metal; the 
shielding effectiveness of flame-sprayed insulating sheets is correcnonci
ingly low and in quantitative accord with the measuret1 com,uctivi'.;:,-. · It 
is shown that the flame-spray process, at least when performed in normal 
atmosphere, does not result in good shielding effectiveness to i-rei'.;~lt rictio, 

nm;,;;c TI:11.;:l : Shielding, magnetic, sprayed materials 
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REVIEW OF CIRCUIT APPR( ·~CH TO CALCULATE SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS 
Donald A .Niller, Jack E. Bridges. IIT Research Institute, Illinois Institute of Technology 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROW,GNETIC COMPATIBILITY E~IC-1O ,No .1, Maroh 1968, p. 52 

'ABSTRACT: The shielding effectiveness of an enclosure at low frequencies can be readily 
computed using a circuit appr~ach. Not only does this technique include the effects of 
the properties of the shield material, 1t also includes the details of the geometry of 
the enclosure. Furthermore, this approach allows a non-empirical consideration of mesh 
enclosures and the effects of resistive seams in enclosure walls. By working with the 
circuit analog, penetration by transient fields can also be computed. Essentially, the 
enclosure is viewed as an antenna. In the case of magnetic shielding effectiveness, the 
enclosure is viewed as a short-circuited loop antenna. In the case of electric field 
penetration, the enclosure is viewed as a fat electric dipole. Using this character- . 
ization or exact solutions where available, the current distribution on the outside of 
the enclosure is determined. Then, based on the current distribution, the penetrating 
fields are computed. The equations are developed in such a way as to preserve a lumped 
circuit analog for the low-frequency region. The basic circuit equations for magnetic 
field penetration are rederived from a rigorous solution by King. Rules to estimate the 
rise time, fall time, and peak magnitudes of transient penetrating fields are developed. 
The electric shielding effectiveness is developed in a similar manner. In both cases the 
results of the circuit approach agree well with those based on rigorous solutions of the 
electromagnetic boundary conditions. The results also agree with published experimental 
data on both large and small enclosures. Calculations are outlined for both solid-wall 
and mesh-wall enclosures for the purpose or demonstrating this approach- to shielding 
problems. 

. INDEX TERMS: Shielding, Electromagnetic, enclosures, circuit theory. EMCABS O~ 68 63 

SOME ELECTROl'1AGNETIC COMPATIBILI'TY GROUNDING AND Sl!IELDING 

SURVEY OF TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING RF SHIELDING ENCLOSURES 

_Sy L. O'Young, Reuben Goldman, Lars Jorgensen I ACCI:'~SJ(X·Y HO. 
The .. Boeing Co., Renton, Wash, · ··-·-·· 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
EMC-10, No. 1-, March 1968, p, 72 

A:BSTRA<n': An intensive literature survey has been conducted to review existinp: 
techniques for measuring the effectiveness of RF shielding enclosures. Prevalent 
methods of measuring E- and H- field components end for sensing the total field 
are discussed and evaluated. The procedures described in the literature are tab
ulated into groups determined-by their similarities in method or theory and are 

•compared by listing the advantages and disadvantages inherent in each, (A weighting 
system is devised to aid in evaluating each of the principal methods discussed,) 
Also discussed are the theoretical considerations underlying each of the methods 
listed, as applicable to the measurement of shielding effectiveness. Among these 
are the concepts of the "resultant wave impedance" of the E-M field at a point 
inside a shielded enclosure and the relationship of low-impedance and high-impedance 
fields in the "near-field" regions of ant·enna systems. Techniques for extending 

'"the frequency end intensity of illuminating fields are also discussed, as well 
as the insertion loss method of determining leakage from a shield, Limitations 
and deficiencies of this latter procedure are noted 

_INDEX TERMS: Shielding, electromagnetic, measurement, enclosures 
. EMCA8S (')/,. 6~ 60 

EFFECTS 'OF PARTIAL SHIELDS ON .TRJ\.NSMISSION LINES .AT LOW 
Ffil;QUENCIES 
.Nabil H. Farhat, Yu;1g-Ping Loh, a.no. Ralph M. Showers I ACCESSIOl·! NO, __ ,. 

LOW-FRE<l,UENCY ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF !:lF SHIELDING 
MATERIALS 
-David R. Brush, Richard B, Schulz,.Lars Jorgensen 
The Bo~ing Co., Renton, Wash. 

ACQE,S~J rn-: HQ_. 

The Moore School of Electrical Engineering, Univ. of Pa., Phila., Pa. 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
EMC-10, No. 1, March 1968, P• 44 

AJ3STRAC'l': A simple analysis that allows a rather accurate estimation of the 
shielding effectiveness of tubing at low frequencies where the quasistatic 
assumption holds is presented. Based upon this assumption and the empirical . 
results that the fields generally fall off inversely with the square of the 
distance from a line, and with the aid of Schelkunoff's shielding theory, an 
equation predicting the shielding effectiveness of the tubing has been derived 
and confirmed experimentally, Examples are given involving coaxial cable, 
parellel-wire lines, and copper shields of various lengths, crossing at 
various angles. The discrepancies between calculated and measured values are 
generally less than 4 dB and in most cases less than l dB. 

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
EMC-10, No. 1, March 1968, P• b7 

ABSTRACT: Values of initial magnetic permeability relative to free space 
have been obtained by means of novel techniques that permit measurements 
on material in the form of a flat sheet, a box, or any other configuration 
containing at least a six-inch-square flat surface. · As a by-product of the 
technique, electrical conductivity values may also be obtained. 

li:lD:i'X Trm-B: Shielding, electromagnetic, partial, transmission lines I ll:ID:i'X TJilJ.i',l: Shielding, magnetic, measurement, permeability, conductivity 

EM:AS3 04 68 61 

LOW-FREQUENCY SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS OF NONUNIFORM 
ENCLOSURES 

EM'.:ABS 04 68 

William W. Cooley I ACCE:.SSIOl·! HO. 
~epartment of Electrical Engineering, Seattle University, Seattle, Wash. 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
EMC-10, No. 1, March 1968, P• 34 

ABSTRACT: A quasistatic approximate solution to the magnetic .shielding 
of several non-uniform enclosures using the integral form of Maxwell's 
equation is presented. The assumptions made are from physical arguements 
based on low-frequency cases where the enclosure size is much less than 
a wav~length. The integral form of Maxwell's equations. is used to obtain 
8 first-order correction to the static solution for induced currents in the time
varying case• A cylindrical shell innnersed in an axial magnetic ·field is used 
to illustrate the method, which is then extended to derive a formula for a 
~~l:a~~y 8>0C:l.:ted :rectangul.ar encloaui,e. ~he.•e shields are seen to be\u1ve like 

_:!,1;.~.-~ $1<:l,l\ e ·£J!<>c::'11e· .,.,,., 'il<i>"~•h•d 1.n -.:he analysis. Experimental 
"-~-.~81'14'111•~,;;La-ts '-"'<'~ et3! by a 

USAECOM'CONTRIBUTIONS TO SHIELDING THEORY 

William A. Stirrat 
·u.s. Army Electroni'cs Command, Fort Monmouth, N, J. 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILI'.IT 
EMC-10, No. l, March 1968, P• ~3 . ~-

A~F.SS1Qll.J:!Q.,_ __ 

AllSTRAC'.l': To its three shielding study contracts over the past four years, 
ECOM contributed the analytical advances required to replace concepts found 
to be unsatisfactory at the start of the studies, yet still prevalent to-day. 
The treatment of oblique incidence was contributed by ECOM; the previous 
restriction ·to normal incidence is now rejected. The treatment of shields as 
circuit elements was originated by ECOM after rejecting, through consideration 
of Poynting vectors, the concept of high and low-impedance fields , Thil.n films 
have reqU1red new techn:l.ques to 'Which ECOM has contributed,. 
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EFFECTIVENESS FOR THE PLANE SHIELD CASE 
Peter R. Bannister 
·E/M System Planning Branch, U.S. Navy Underwater Sound Lab . 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
EMC -10, No. 1, March 1968 , -p . 2 

Accr-:ss:m-1 wo. __ 
b.t1J.l!iL1J.uru vi' v.tJJJ...1\jJ.Jl\J..\.,.n.w .1.v.u=u 

Saul Shenfeld 
U.S. Navy Underwater Sound Laboratory, New London, Conn. 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
EMC-10, No. 1, March 1968, p. 29 

I Accr;ss:cm HO. ___ _ 

ABSTRACT: The problem of the electromagnetic shielding effectiveness of 
a thin, plane metal sheet of infinite extent on the electromagnetic field 

.generated by a circular loop field source with uniform current l is solved 
by application of the quasinearand near-field approximations -to the exact 
integral expressions. The results are shown to be in close agreement with 
experimental data as well as numerical integration results. Also, they are 
similar to the results obtained from the plane wave shielding theory of 
Schelkunoff. 

ABSTRACT: Shielding attenuation vaiues at low frequencies have been computed for 
,1magnetic and non-magnetic cylindrical tubes based on formulas developed by King. 

INDI!'.{ TLl.11-B: Shielding effectiveness, magnetic, -conducting plane 

68 62 

The attenuation in decibels was computed on a digital computer for a range of ratios 
of wall thickness to depth of penetration form 0.1 to 10 as a fun·ction of a non
dimensional parameter as used by Kaden. 
Two grap_hs are presented that swrnnarize the computer results. 

Ii'lDi!:X: TIBJ-B : Shielding, electromagnetic, coaxial 

EMJAB3 04 6S 66 
INTERMODULATION DISTORTION IN FREQUENCY - DIVISION-MULTIPLEX SHIELD~NG THEORY OF COAXIAL CYLINDRICAL S:RUCT~RES . 
FM SYSTEMS--A TUTORIAL SUMivlARY Yung-Ping Loh, Moore School . of Elect. Engineering, Univ. of pal 
G. J . Garrison ACCE.SSIOi-1 HO, ___ IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 

Lenkur:t Electric Co. of Canada, Ltd., Burnaby , British Columbia _EMC-lO, No . l, March l96B, p.l~ . . . . . 

j ACCE.3SI Q;-: HO.,_ .. __ _ 

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY ABSTRACT: A theory on the shielding effectiveness of n coaxial metallic tubings 
COM - l6 No , 2 , April 1968, p; 28

9 
that shield a coaxial cable has been developed based on electromagnetic field theory. 

AES'l'RAC1r: _ The theory holds for all homogeneous, linear and isotropic shields, magnetic or non-
In the design of FDM-FM communication systems, considerable importance is attached magnetic, and covers essentially the entire frequency range. :When a cable arries an 

to an appreciation of those transmiss ion i rregularities that yield second and third order evenly distributed axial cur_rent, the dominant mode of propagation is transverse 
intermodulation spectra. Such spectra are readily genera ted by amplitude phase, and AM/PM magnetic. The fields of the dominant mode leaking from the cable have been det rmined 
conversion anomalies within the FM. transmission path, The results of the available journal 1 • e 
literature have been reworlced for presentation :i.n a generalized foll'l!I appropriate f or use by rigorously from the solutions of Maxwell s equations and boundary conditions. The 
equipment designers and system ana lysts. rntermodulation · noise magnitudes and spectral dis- shielding effectiveness of the tubings, definedas insertion loss, has thus been readily 
tributions are expressed in terms of t he transmission network and system modulation parameters obtained. To simplify the obtained expressions various approximations are int--:oduced 
with the AM/PM conversion characteris tic extended to that of a second-order power series in and precisely justified. It has been shown that Schelkunoff' s shielding theor y i s 
radian frequency, To expl oit the usefulness of the foregoing fully, the coherency betweeen merely a specia lease of the present work. An example is considered. The test resu 1t s 
the in~ermodulation spectra of all distortion mechanisms in considered. The effects of this show that at high frequencies the curve predicted by the present work is about 1 dB 

~~t:!:!~~\~~\~~;::'~!~;;\~~~o:t:~~d::!~a!~!:;c~:;e~:e:r~~;~~\~~~:
0
;~:r~ias;:f~~a~~~~\;hat abo:7e . the empirical curve wherea.s the curve due, _to Schelkunoff is about 5.d B be low th e 

amplitude, delay, equivalent amplitude/delay, and quasiequivalent amplitude/delay distortion. empirical curve. At low frequenci e s the c_alculations become extremely complicated because 
It is concluded that , as a result of the correlative structure of the distortionprocesses, an of the inapplicability of the simplified formulas. However, the difficulty has been 
ove rall sys tem measurement of intermodulation noise may exhibit an unexpected l evel of' magnitude overcome by using a digital computer. The numerical ·results show good agreement bet-
and/or have a spectral distribution significantly different from any or · t he inherent system tween the present theory and measurement. 
dis tort ions . · 
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CYCLE SLIPPING IN A FIRST- ORDER PHASE-LOCKED LOOP 

Donald T. Hess 

Polytechnic Institute of )lrooklyn, Brooklyn, N.· Y. 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY 
Vol. COM-16, No . 2, April 19()8, p . 255 

ACCE'.SSIO;·! HO., __ , __ 

ABSTRACT·: In this paper a model for a carrier plus narrowband noise is 
presented and with its aid the expected number of cycle slipping events 
per second for a first order phase-locked loop (PLL) driven by a narrowband 
noise corrupted carrier both with and without a ,limeter is determined. 
Experimental da t a are presented which idicate the extreme accuracy of the 
results obtained with the use of this model. The noise model, which is 
based on the hypothes is that steps of t 2fl' in phase exist_ when a carrier is 
added to narrowba nd noise, yields not only computationa l simplicity in calcul
a ting the expected number of cycle slipping events per second in a PLL, but 
a lso s good deal of insight into the basic thresho ld improvement mechanism of 
the PLL. In particular it is shown that a cycle slipping event, or equivalent
ly a PLL output "click" occurs not when the PLL "loses lock," but rather when 
it tracks a st ep of t 21T appearing a t its input, 

:n.JDi:~i 'J.1IR!-S : . Phase- locked loop, narrow-band noise, cycle slippi ng 

El-CABS 04 68 71 
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LOW-FREQUENCY SHIE_LDING RESONANCE 
Richard B. Schulz, Vellar c. Plantz, David R. Brush 

·The Boeing Company, Renton, Wash . 98055 
~lAr:c:1::-·srr•' ;10 -

·' -· _).._ . . l .. - , . • _,,, ..... 

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
EMC - 10, No. 1, March 1968, p . 7 
ABSTRACT: A low-frequency resonance in the 5- to · 200-kHz range has been 
discovered in typical shielding enclosures. It is due to unequal phase 
shifts in wave transmission to a receiving point via two or more parallel 
paths: one through the shielding material itself and others through 
leakage paths such as seams. Theoretical and experimental results are 
shown to be in .close agreement and indicate a new approach to the design of 
shielding enclosures. 

I NDI~{ TLRJ,;3 : Shielding , Electromagnetic , Re s onance 
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,. GE!'IERAL j1JEC:l-iANi q;,L MODEL FOR I flu: SPECTRAL DENSI TY RANDOM L 
NOISE WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE 'rO FLICKERNOISE 1/rr 1 
Donal d Halford AQC:1'0,(\ '...1::L lLQ., . ...... 
i'/a tional Bureau of Standards, Radio Standards Lab., Boulder, Colo, 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 
Vol. 56 , No. 3, March 1968, p. 251 

AEB'l'llACT : 
Any class of reasonable time-dependent perturbations occurring at random, 

under certain cons train ts, generate random noise having a spectral dens! ty varying as ( f) a 
over an arbitrarily large range of spectral frequency f only for -2 sa So. A. class is the 
set of all perturbations which are equivalent under some individual scaling of ampl~tude, 
scaling of time, and translation of time, A subclass is characterized by P(r) and A (r). 
PI r I is the life- time probability density. A 2 ( r) is a mean square amplitude of perturbations 
having lifetime r, For a given class, ( f) aoo and ( f ) ao are the frequency- smoothed laws in the 
the limits of infinite and zero frequencies, re spec ti vely. Any reasonable perturbation 
has aoo<-2 and aooeo. To generate random noise having an (f)a law over an arbitrarily 
large rru1ge of f' fr~ a subclass chosen from any class characterized by aoo and ao, it 
is necessary that aoo~a ',::ao . . For aoo< a<ao, it is necessary and sufficient that such 
subolasses satisl'y the condition P(r) A2 (r)~Br -a-3 with B constant, over a suitable 
range of r, and that P(r)A 2 (r) not be larger than Br -a-3 outside the range. This 
, eneral mechanical model is of immediate value in the formulation and criticism of 
specif§c physical models of ( f )8 noise, including flicker noise, and in computer simulation 
of ( f) noise, 
INDEX lERMS: Random noise, flicker, spectrum EMCABS 04 68 75 

THE EFFEC'r OF 'l'H5 jIDMAN BODY ON RADIATION PROPERTIES OF SMALL 
SI ZED COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS I , ,., · . z. Krupka ACCE,:,SJOtJ HO. __ .. .. 
Tesla-Popov Research Inst. of Radio-Communicatiefns, Prague, Czecholllovakia 
:CE;EE Trans. on Antennas and Pro4agation 
AP-16, No. 2, March 1968, p. 15 
Aif>TRACT: 

'fhe results are presented from an experimental investigation of the . 
ef fect of the human body on small-sized radio communication systems equipped 
with whip antennas. For a frequency range of approximately 30 to 150 MHz, the 
qualitative relations are defined .between, on the one hand, the space 
configuration of an antenna system and the operator's body, and, on the other 
hand, electrical para.meters such as impedance, radiation pattern, and 
especially gain • 

PERFORl-'lA .: . '.. '· '\SE - COIIFHJ!i'J".r RECEIVERS PRECEDED BY 
BAI\fllPAS :3 Lrt.il.L'l'.i; • , 
William C, Lindc:ey 
J et Propul s i on Laboru,tory, Pasadena, Calii', 
TEEE TRANSACTIONS ON CO~?AUNICATION TECHNOLOGY 
Vo) COM-16, No, 2 , AprU 1908, p . 245 

L.i,.cc:ri::•;z,i:, l!D• • .... 

ABSTRACT: In phase-coherent communication systems, where bandpass limiters 
precede the radio frequency (RF)· carrier tracking loop, it is of interest 
to understand how the noisy RF carrier reference effects system perfonnance. 
This paper characterizes a model probability distribution for the RF ,phase 
error and uses this to predict the perfonnance of phase-shifted keyed and 
differentially coherent systems, The theory developed is directly applicable 
to the Mariner- and Pioneer-type communication systems. For these systems 
two physical situations are considered: 1) system perfonnance when the phase 
error is constant over the durationof one bit, and 2) system perfonnance 
when the phase error is allowed to vary over the duration of one bit. 

JJ!D7:X TlTll·B: Phase coherent, phase-locked loop, radio noise, bandpass 
limiting 

''}f:.I\Fo ()/, 6": ?;) 

ON THE SELECTION 0)" SIGNALS r' OR PHASE-LOCKED LOO?S 

. Jack J. Stiffler I M'CK'"iT '.'f' ii() ~.-''· ···J,._.l,.i .- .. . • , ........... .. 

Raytheon Co., Sudbury, Mass. 
IEEE TAANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY 
Vol, COM-16, No, 2, April 1968, p. 239 

AB3TRACT: 

The perfonnance of phase-locked loops and related signal tracking devices is 
dependent upon the cross-correlation function between the input signal and a locally 
generated signal. This paper is concerned with the. problems bf selecting 
both the input and local signals so as to minimize the tracking error due 
to additive noise. 

Ii•iD7::{ T}:J:tJB: Antenna, Radiation Pattern, Human body effect ii nin;,;, TH1JB: Phase-locked loops, cross-correlation, tracking error 

A ii.f.THOD FOR ANALYpIS OF RADIO NOISE ONHWH-VOLTAGE 
TRANSMISSION LINES 

EMJA!:S tl4:_ 68 76 

W, E, Pakala, E. R. Taylor I ACCE.SSIOl'! HO. 
Westinghouse Electric Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
:.:EEE T!IANSAC'rIONS ON POWER APPARATUS AND SYS1'EMS 
,;'ol. PAS-87, no. 2, February 1968, p. 334 · · · 

AB:l'l'RAC'J': A technique is described for approximating the effect of various 
: actors on the radio noise level, due to conductor corona, on EHV transmission 
lines. The technique is essentially one .of comparison. Relations are given 
for calculating the conductor gradients and results are presented in curve 
form. The application is intended only for comparison of radio noise 
generated by conductor corona on ac· lines, with conductors ranging only from 
0.3 to 1.3 inches in radius (1.5 to 3.3 cm) and for the frequency range from 
about 0,2 to l.G MHz, If an existing line has been evaluated statistically 
the technique can be used to approximat~ the radio noise level of another line. 
A relation is al.so given for obtaining curves of three-phase voltage-to
conductor radius for the same radio noise generation. Because of' possible 
conductor surface differences and environmental differences which cannot be 
evaluated too accurately·, care is necessary in any .final estimation of the 
Ii!Di,:( TIRJ;:;: · average radio noise level. 

Transmission lines, Radio noise, E!N 
El-CABS Ot. 68 77 

·REJ:iucTr6il oiiADJAGENT cHANNE1- INTERr'ERENcE IN Tlill sTANDARD 
(AM) BROADCAST BAND 

.G. F. Leydorf, J . S .• Campbell, C'. E, Burch 

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON BROADCASTING 
Vol. BC-14, no. 1 March 1968 

AB'l'l'RACT: 

El.f:A ES 01+ 68 73 

Ac:c:1::ss:rn;•r no._ .. ___ _ 

Side channel interference has been a problem in the standard (AM) broadcast 
band since the advent of radio broadcasting. The two major contributing factors 
are (1) radiation of audio-frequency components greater than 5 kHz, and (2) 
receivers having poor selectivity characteristics. Other factors more or less 
controllable are ovennodulatation of the carrier and inherent distortion in the 
transmitter. A method of greatly reducing the major source . of side channel 
interference by limiting the transmission of audio-frequency components above 
5 kHz is described. 

lNDii~{ TU1JB: Interference, adjacent channel, bandwidth limiting, 
amplitude, modulation 
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OUT OF THE PAST 

Extracts from the PGRFI Newsletter Number 1, January 
2, 1958. It is from an open letter written by the 
then Group Chairman, Harold Schwenk. 

"At the Second Conference on RFI Reduction conducted 
by the Armour Research Foundation in 1956 there was talk 
of forming an organization for people interested in RFI. 
This thought was printed in a paper devoted to RFI cal~ed 
"Quasies and Peaks" published by the Interference Testing 
and Research Labs. of Boston, Massachusetts. In essence 
the statement asked people iherested in forming an RFI 
organization to contact Mr . Kant. Evidently people then 
were only interested in talking. Only three replies were 
received and nothing resulted. 

At the luncheon on February 27, 1957 at the Third Con
ference on RFI Reduction conducted by the Armour Research 
Foundation, Mr. Fred Nichols, then Vice-Chairman of the 
Radio !nterfe.rence Technical Committee, an RFI group 
organized in the Los Angeles area, was to deliver an 
after-luncheon speech about his group. In the early hour~ 
of the morning of February 27, 1957, before this speech 
was given, six men discussed the idea of forming an organ
ization for people interested in RFI. These men were 
Messrs. A. Simblatti, J . Lucyk, A. R11zgis, S. Nellis, 
M. Kant and myself (H. Schwenk). It was decided that 
we would ask Mr. Nichols to give a plug for a proposed 
group in the New York Area, which he did in his speech. 

This was followed up in a few weeks by a letter to a 
number of people in the New York Area inviting them to 
attend a meeting to discuss the formation of an organ
ization for people interested in RFI. This meetin~ was_ 
well attended and after a discussion of either affiliating 
with the IRE or forming an independent group similar to 
the RITC it was voted that steps be taken to petition 
the IRE for the establishment of a Professional Group 
on RF!. The petitions were prepared, circulated and 
submitted to the IRE which approved the forwation of the 
group on October 10, 1957." 

CLAR Ir- I CATI ON 

On page 2 of the April, 1968 issue of the G-EMC Newsletter 
is a chart showing the present and past members of the 
EMC AdCom dating back to 1960. In the last column are 
several re1narks, one of which needs some degree of 
clarification. The remark 11 inactive 1

' means that the 
person is not directly active on an AdCom sponsored 
Committee. It should not be inferred from this state
ment that these gentlemen are not active in EMC affairR . 
In fact, the Editor is aware that several of these gen 
tlemen are participating in private and professional 
activities which have and will continue to benefit the 
DIC community. 

**** 
EXTRACTS FROM "SPIKES AND RIPPLES" 

AE - 4 Nl,.,WSLETTER 

THE FOLLOWING EXTRACTS ARE FROM THE 
APRIL 1968 ISSUE OF THE SAE AE-4 EMC NEWSLETTER 

PRECISIO:-l 

An hydrogen Maser oscillator is the world's most pre
cise timekeeper. It is so constant that in 300,000 
vears the error would be less than 1 second . What's 
~he c~nnection to EMCT All this precision is possible 
because of the constancy of the hydrogen atomic structure 
and the lack of noise fluctuations. 
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PUB LI CATIONS 

ARP 958 Broadband Electromagnetic Interference Measur
ing Antennas; Standard Calibration Requirements and 
Methods. 

SAE NOTE: 

Issued 1 March 1968 

The subject ARP will be reissued since several 
errors were found in the last copy. 

ARP 396 Capacitor, 10 mfd, for EMI Measurements. 

To be issued about June 1 1968 

1967 Electronic Packaging (Pl4) - Au SAE publication of 
interest to AE - 4 members. Included are sections on 
recent developments in parallel gap joining, precision 
bonding, packaging for electromagnetic compatibility 
and discussions of metallurgical and mechanical char
acteristics of electronic packaging. 147 pp. Members 
$6.00 Non-members $10.00 . 

SAE publications may be obtained by writing to: 

Society of Automotive Engineers, Incorporated 
Department J-13 
Two Pennsylvania Plaza 
New York, New York 10001 

MIL-STD - 1310 Shipboard Bonding and Grounding Methods 
for Electromagnetic Compatibility, issued 21 April 1967, 
outlines •hipboard construct i on and equipment inst~ll a ti o n 
requirements and Jractices to minimize EMI on ships. 
Use information for application to other platforms. 

"Science Books", is the only publication (that we know 
of) devoted exclusively to critical appraisal of books 
in the sciences and mathematics. It is issued quarterly 
as an official publication of the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science. The last issue reviewed 
320 books. During its three years of publication it has 
reviewed over 3,00G books. It is probably available at 
your local or company library. Those interested in sub
scribing are invi~ed to write to: 

BOOK REVIEW· 

Hilary J . Deason, Editor 
Science Books 
1515 Massachusetts Avenue NW 
Washington, D. C. 20005 

"Grounding and Shielding Techniques in Instrumentation", 
Ralph Morrison,,John Wiley & Sons. 144 pp. $9 . 50 

Somewhat elementary but a practical treatment of electro
tsatic shielding with particular emphasis on instru
mentation. Elementary physics are reviewed and developed 
into general rules for shielding along signal paths and 
grounding interfaces, Should be useful to desig,iers ;; un
familiar with EMC/EM! and to expert~ who need plain 
words to explain an EMI budget item to management. 

COMMUNICATIONS DESIGNER'S DIGEST 

Honestly we're not to.uting anything in "Spikes and 
Ripples". But, for those who may not be receiving this 
monthly controlled circulation j6urnal, you should know 
they have a whole section devoted to EMC/EMI. Their 
live wire Editor would be pleased to hear lro~ anyone 
having something to say on the subject. Write him: 

Morris Edwards, Editor 
Communications Designerrs Digest 
386 Park Avenu~. South 
New York, N. Y. 10016 



AIR WAVES 
& 

REGULATIONS 

Rr CROWDING IN SPACE REPORTED NEARING CRISIS 

A news item with the above titl e appeared in the April 
l, l968, issue of Electronic Design, the following are 
tl1c first four paragraphs: 

"As the total of satellites in ·space increases, 
deman d s on the available radio freq u•ncy bands are 
available radio frequency bands are approachin g 
tl1c danger point, a Government - sponsored report 
h'arns. 

The report ca lls for sharing of bands between 
ground -b ased domestic users and satel lite systems 
to avert a break-down in radio communications before 
1980. 

With 1 7 or 1 8 satelli tes b eing lo fte d into space 
each year, th e report suggests that action be taken 
at once. 

The fact - finding report, "Use of the Spectrum by 
Satellite Systems Through 1980," was written for 
the Office Telecommunications Management by the 
At lantic Research Corp. of Alexandria, Va. The 
findings and recommendations have been released 
by the Executive Office of the President." 

CO NN UNI TY RADIO WATCH OBSERVES FIRST ANNIVERSARY 

At t he end of its first year, the Community Radio Watch 
program has become one of America's l arges t and most 
~i<lcsprea<l plan for encouraging citizen cooperation in 
the fi ght against crime. Beginning with C~ncinnati at 
the end of 1966 , Community Radio Watch has been for 
mally adopted by nearly 500 American towns and cities, 
including Cleveland, Detroit, Long Beach, Philadelphia, 
San Francisco, Seattle, Miami, Washington, •nd Honolulu. 
Eacl1 locality ~nlists the cooperation of individuals and 
companies with two-way radio equipped vehicles, asking 
each driver to act as additional eyes and ears for the 
police. Drive rs of trucks, buses, taxicabs, and other 
vel1icles use their two-way radios to report crimes in 
progress , suspicious characters, dangerous situations 
such as gang gatherings, civil disorders, fires, acci 
<lents, and other emergency situations to their dis
patchers . The dispatchers in turn relay the calls by 
tel ep hone to the app ropriate local authority: poli~ 
fire department, amb ulance squai, and so on. 

Other cooperat ing organizations are the U.S . Coast Guard, 
regional Civil Defense units, military police, utilities 
and railroads, and disaster coordinating centers. At 
presen~ over 26,000 business firms are participating in 
Community Radio Watch programs, keeping a thrid of a 
million drivers on the alert for real or potential 
trouble. In many communities, this is the equivalent of 
five to ten times the number of police officers in patrol 
cars, helping law officers to be "almost everywhere at 
onc e " and filling many of the gaps caused by lack of 
personnel. 
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As a pub li c service, Moto rol a makes available all th e 
necessary materials in any quantity to any communizy, free 
of charge. Interested civic officials, trade associations, 
and service clubs can get full information about this 
program by writing: Community Radio Watch, 4501 W. 
Augusta Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 60651. 

RULE AMENDMENT PROPOSED TO CAUTION STATION APPLICANTS 
ON INTERFERENCE TO DEPT. Of COMMERCE RADIO LABS IN 
COLORADO 

FCC Public Notice - G, Report No. 2870 dated May 9, 1968, 
cont ains the following: 

"Responding to a request from the Depar tment of 
Commerce, the Commission has proposed to amend its Rules 
to protect an experimental radio laboratory on Table 
Moun ta in, Colorado, near Boulder, from interference.'' 

"This site is the main field installation of the 
department's Environmental Science Service Administration 
telecommunication sciences program. The lab receives 
weak signals from distant transmitters, the sun and 
other astronomical sources, satellites, weak scattering, 
the earth's atmosphere and terrestrial radar echoes 
thousands of miles away. " 

"The Department of Commerce asked the Commission to 
screen applications as it does to protect the Nat ion al 
Radio Astronomy Observatory at Greenbank, W. Va. The 
Commission responded, "Since the establishment of the 
Greenbank 'qui e t zone,' numerous requests to establ ish 
similar protected areas in different parts of the country 
have been denied. In this instance, however, the Com 
mission is persuaded that some of the activities at 
Table Mountain are of such a nature that special effort 
should be made to protect them from harmful interference. 

On the same subject, the following has been abstracted 
from the FCC Notice of Proposed Rule Making, Docket No. 
18180: 

"Th e site is an elevated flat-top butte in a rural 
~rea and enjoys a relatively low ambient radio noise 
level. The Department of Commerce has exercised great 
care in its electrical installations at the site to pre
serve the prevailing low noise level. Additionally, the 
State of Colorado has adopted legi slation making it un
lawful to install or operate electrical equipment within 
one - half mile of the facility if such equipment cause s 
interference to reception at the site. The law also 
specifies levels of radiation, as a function of frequency, 
which shall not be exceeded by electrical equipment with 
in two miles of the site. These legal restrictions do 
not apply, however, to stations licensed by the Com
mission or to duly authorized stations of the federal 
government. Consequently, the Department of Commerce 
has requested the assistance of the Commission and th e 
Director of Telecommunications Management&! ensure that 
signal levels at the site from new or modified ~tations 
are not excessive . 11 

The following is from the appendix to the proposed 
rule: 

"It is proposed to amend · the Commission's Ruies by 
inserting new Sections 21.15(q), 25.390(p), 73.18(c), 
73.215(c). 73.S lS(c), 73.623(c), 73.712(c), 74.12(c),87.3l(f) 
89.55lg), 91.54(g) and 93.54(g), each ot which will read 
as follows: 

Protection for Table Mo~ntain Radio Receiving Zone, 
Boulder County, Colorado: Applicants for a station 
authorization to operate in the vicinity of Boulder 
County, Colorado under this part are advised to give 
due consideration, prior to filing applications, to 
the need to protect the Table Mountain Radio Receiving 
Zone from harmful interference. This is the receiving 
site of the Research Laboratories of the Environmental 
Science Services Administration (ESSA)~ Department of 
Comme,rce, Boulder County, Colorado. --- " 

"Applicants concerned are urged to communicate 
with the Radio Frequency Management Coordinator, Depa.rt 
ment of Commerce, ESSA/NBS Boulder Laboratories, Bould er , 
Colorado 80302; telephone (303) 447-1000 i n advance of 
f iling their applications with the Commission." 



AIR TRAFFIC EM I 

A letter to the editor entitled "Interference" written 
by Robert W, Martin, Chief, ATC Operations & Procedures 
Div., Air Traffic Service, Federal Aviation Adminis~ 
tration, was published in the May 20, 1968 issue of 
Aviation Weck & Space Technology. The following para
graphs are abstracted from the letter: 

"le have reports of interference on 122.1 MHz created 
by aircraft at high altitudes using this frequency for 
communications with flight service stations (FSS). 

The problem is particularly acute in the eastern 
half of the conterminous United States, where more than 
half of approximately 700 receivers guard 122.1 MHz. 
When an aircraft above about ~0,000 ft. transmits on 
this frequency, the transmission may be heard on 50 or 
more receivers, feeding into as many as 25 FSSs from 
receivers installed at VOR sites and/or in the FSSs." 

"Receivers on 122 . I ~!Hz are installed at VORs remote 
from the ~ontrolling FSSs to provide a communication 
channel for aircraft with limited radio equipment and 
operating at low altitudes. Therefore, when high
powcrcd-radio . equippcd aircraft at high altitudes transmit 
<lctrimcntal interference results." ' 

To alleviate this problem, we are publishing the 
following notice in the Airman's Information Manual 
(Mil): 

_ Use of f,rcquency 122.1 Milz. Aircraft operating at 
high altitudes and transmitting on 122.l MHz frequently 
interfere with transmission from other aircraft JOO to 
300 mi. distant, depending upon the altitudft, To alleviate 
this_prob!em'. pilots should communicate with flight 
service stations on a simplex channel when operating at 
or above 10,000 ft. ms!. east of the Rocky Mountains, 
and at or above 15,000 ft . over the Rocky Mountains and 
westward. Simplex channels assigned to a particular 
facility arc listed in the AIM, C & G RF Enroute Charts, 
and the new Sectional Aeronautical Charts. This does 
not apply in Alaska. 11 

****** 
PA STATE INTERFERENCE & CONTROL BILL 

The commonwealth of Pennsulvania is considerin~ a bill 
to regulate the generation of interference at police 
and fire radio broadcast frequencies. The city of 
Philadelphia has already passed such an ordinance 
(sec the exerts from the Philadelphia Newsletter). The 
State bill has been revised several times. One of the 
later revisions is as follows: 

TIIE GENERAL ASSHIBLY OF PENNSYLVANIA S E N ', T E B I L L 

No. 1086 Session of 1967 

INTRODUCED BY MESSRS. SCANLON, BELL, BYRNE, DONOLOW, 
CIANFRANI ANO IIILL, AUGUST 14, 1967 

J\S 11MENDED ON TIIIRD CONSIDERATION, MAY 27, 1968 

AN ACT 

Prohibiting the interception and interference of CERTAIN 
- police and fire radio broadcasts; regulating the manu

facture, conversion, sale, possession and use of CERTAIN 
equipment adaptable for such purpose.and prescribing 
penalties. 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENN
SYLVANIA HEREBY ENACTS AS FOLLOWS: 

Section I. Police and Fire Radio Braodcasts.--(a). Police 
or fire radio broadcasts as used herein shall mean broad
casts on frequencies from one hundred fifty-four to one 
hundred fifty-six magacycles and four hundred fifty-three 
to four hundred fifty-nine megacycles only. 

{b) No unauthorized person shall interfere wiih or 
broadcast on any police or fire radio broadcast . No 
person shall intercept any such broadcast for the pur
pose of aiding himself or others in the perpetuation of 
any unlawful act or manufacture, own, possess, sell or 
transfer any radio apparatus of any nature or type in
tended for use in the perputuation of any unlawful act. 

(c) This act shall not apply to any law enforcement 
agency, fire department, public utility of any public 
news media. 

(d) Any person violating any of the provisions of 
this act is guilty of a misdemeanor, and, shall upon 
conviction thereof, be sentenced to pay a fine not more 
tha~ three hundred dollars ($300), and to undergo im
prisonment for not more than ninety days. 

Section 2. This act shall take effect in fiv~ days. 

NEW 

NEW PRODUCTS 

****** 
PRODUCTS & BROCHURES 

New RFI Filter Series ---------------

A new series of radio frequency interference filters 
for 25 to 200 ampere circuits has been developed by 
Filtron Company, Inc., a subsidiary of Liquidonics 
Industries, Inc., Flushing, N.Y. 11355. jNamed FSR- X 
the new filters provide attenuation of 100 db from 
14kHz to 10GHz when measured with the MIL-STD-220A lo a , 
condition. In addition, attenuation is measured under 
full rated load down to 14kHz with extended range buff, 
networks, according to a Filtron news release. 

Automatic Door Closing for 
Shielded Rooms 

A new automatic door closing mechanism for shielded 
rooms insures that the shielded installation is proper . 
sealed against radio frequency interference whenever 
the room is in use. The door closing mechanism is man
ufa.ctured by Filtron Company, Inc., Flushing, N.V. 113 : 
FiltroIT"s solution is an electrically operated door th, 
automatically closes each time a person enters or leav, 
a room. If the automatic door is already closed, the 
engineer need only push a button to enter or leave. 
The button operates electric motor (in a shielded box) 
that automatically releases a clamping mechanism withi1 
the shielded room. When the door is open and allowed 1 
swing shut, the motors automatically pull the door 
tightly closed, according to a Filtron news release. 

BROCHURES AVAILABLE 

"Technical Discussion and S!)ecifications for Electro
magnetic Shielded Rooms" 

A brochure with the above title is available free to al 
persons interested, by writing to Mr. Fred Nichols, 
Lectromngnetics, Inc., 6050 West Jefferson Blvd., Los 
Angeles, California 90016. It discusses the shielding 
effectiveness of different room constructions in com
parison to MIL-STD-285. The differences between metal 
electrode/inert gas (MIG) welding and clamped joints ar 
seams are defined. A useful quick reference attenuatic 
frequency chart is included within the brochure. 

"A New Generation of Materials Technology for EMI/RFI 
Packaging" 

Mr. George M. Kunkel, EMC Product Line Manager of the 
Scanbe Mfg. Corp., 1161 Monterey Pass Rd., Monterey 
Park, Ca. 91754, has announced the publication of the 
brochure with the above title. The brochure includes a 
brief history of the shielding of electromagnetic energ 
shielding material and enclosure design considerations, 
circuit card shielding barriers and shielded drawer tee 
niques. A free copy of the brochures may be obtained b 
writing to Mr. Kunkel. 

SPECIAL REPORT ON EMC 

An eight page article entitled "From RFI to EMC ... Clean 
Ing Up the Spectrum!" by George Flynn appeared in the 
November 1967 issue of Electronic Products. It include 
paragraphs entitled, "DOD's Program for EMC", "Trans
mitter Explosion", "The Cost of EMC", ,.Sources of RFI 11

, 

and "Automation and Other Trends . " A special reprint 
copy can be obtained from either of the following two 
sources: Mr . Dale Samuelson, Vice President, Fairchild 
Electro-Metrics Corp .• 100 Church St., Amsterdam, N.Y. 
12012, or Mr. U.J . Mattox, RF Products Manager, Honeywe 
Inc., Test Instruments Div., Second Street, Extended, 
Greenwood Acres, Annapolis, Md. 21401. 



E rvl C PUB LI CAT IONS AND ART IC LES 

S2ecial Microwave Noise Edition 

A spec ial issue of the Transactions on Microwave Theory 
and Techniques on the topic of noise is planned for 
publication 1n Summer of 1968. The title ~f the issue 
is " Noise at Microwave and Millimeter Wavelengths." 

Typical applica ti tin areas are: noise measurement tech
niques and analysis , microwave and millimeter no i se 
sources, low noise receivers, microwave and millimeter 
oscillator noise (Gunn, IMPATT, tunneling devices, etc.), 
ra<liometry, atmosp heric noise, fluc tu ation phenomena, etc. 

Inquiries may be directed to S. Okwit, Editor, IEEE Trans
act ion s on ificrowave Theory and Techniques, Airborne 
Instruments Laboratory, ·a Div ision of Cutler - Hammer, Inc . , 
elelville, L. I., New York. 

l' -i -n Diode Detects -~~_agnetic Fields 

A news item with the above title appeared in the April 
25 , 1968 issue of Electronic Design. The first two 
paragraphs are as follows: 

'1A magnetose11sitive diode invented by a Japanese scien 
tist provides a simple means for detecting magne ti c 
fields . It lends itself to such applications as location 
of n1a g netlc materials, compensation for magnetic effects, 
non~c ari ng volume controls, contactless switchers and 
IJr L1 ci1 lcss de motors. 

~ccording to the inventor, Toshiyuki Yamada of Sony Corp. 
Rcse 2 rch Laboratory, Tokyo, the device works on the prin 
ciple of controlled lifetimes of injected carriers by an 
external magnetic field." 

ELECTROMAGNET IC COMPATIBILITY 
U~IP0TENTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEM VIEWED AS OPTIMUM 
GROIJNIJING TECl!N_I_~E_ 

·r11c Comm unications Designer's Digest of March, 1968, 
,.: :;1 ·1•i(•s a two-page article under the above title. Para
g1·;11>!1s of interest are as follows: 

"DE S IGNING AROUND THE SINK 

~hen it comes to designing ground systems for communi 
cations equipment, engineers fall into two widely di
verse schools of thought. On the one hand, advocates of 
the "single point ground" (S PG) propose multiple ground 
busses for various grounding functions, with each buss 
connected to a common structural ground point by an in 
Jividual conductor. Proponent~ of the mu lti- point 
ground (MPG), on the other hand, advocate multiple 
structure (chassis) ground points for the various funct
ions, connected to the structure ground at each of the 
points by individual bonds. Both philosophies have merits 
but according to W.L . Cipperly, President of EMI Consul 
tants, Inc. of Hackensack, N.J. neither is completely 
satisfactory. 

Cipperly feels that the SPG approach fails because it 
ignores the ex istence of image currents, lead inductance 
a nd stray capac itance which collectively create many 
frequency -dependent coupling modes and produce high 
ci rcul ating currents in the ground system . Similarly, 
the MPG phi losophy ignores control of bond impedance, 
coupled image circuit impedance and other deterimental 
parameters that collectively cre ate high common-mode 
potentiils in the ground system. 

Taking a somewhat mid dl e ground, Cipperly feels the 
optimum approach is the unipotential reference ground 
sy st em which utilizes the low impedance characteristics 
of planar circu its and seeks to 2liminate or minimize 
coupled impedances, lead inductance, stray LC resonance 
circuits and circulating ground currents.n 
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